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SANTA FEt NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1915.

VOL. 50.

Democratic candidate for governor,
had a plurality of about 22,0(10 over
Kdward C. Strokes, the Republican
candidate. The Democrats will control both houses of the legislature.
Practically complete figures Bhow that
the assembly will be 3C Democrats to
21 Republicans. The Democrats have
elected eight of their twelve assembly
candidates In Essex county.

NO. 227.

Peace Forum lelegraphed Secretary of!
State Bryan today as follows: "Car-- I
ranza makes only this request, that
our government permit the free importation Into Mexico of arms and
TO
equipment. He gives positive assurance, under these circumstances, of
speedy peace and stable constitutional
government and he deplwes Interven
tion as a grave and disastrous mistake.
New York, Nov. &. Each successive
15th Will- Arrive Together.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY WILL WAIT UNattinned
the
recapitulation today
Chicago, 111., Nov. 5. Orders for
the transfer of the fifteenth cavalry to ADJUTANT
TIL NOVEMBER 20 BEFORE BRING- PRESIDENT WILSON'S
A
AFTER
SMALL SKIRMISH CAMP
DETERMINAGENERAL OF NEW MEXICO
All GOVERNORS ELECTED ARE
tprrlRV's plectinna. Thp nrjrnnivntinn
El Paso, Texas, were modified today
ING INDIVIDUAL SUITS TO COMPEL
RISURRENDERS.--SIXT- Y
GETS was not only engulfed in a plurality
MORE
HALL
TION ON THIS SCORE HAS BEEN so that the squadrons may arrive at
NATIONAL
GUARD DIES AT 7:40.
of more than 121,000 votes with which
their destination on the same day. To
MEN
TO
"COME
CARTRIDGES
SOME
SULZER IS the fusionists elected John Purroy
FLES AND
BEATING
TERRIBLE
MADE KNOWN TO THE POWERS. this end the troops at Fort Myer will
0' CLOCK THIS MORNING, AFTER
Muchel-mayoof New York City, but
entrain next Monday; those at Fort
THROUGH."
RECOVERED.
ARE
YORK
-M- ANY TROOP MOVEMENTS IN
80 MEN GO
ELECTED TO NEW
MAKING
BRAVE
FIGHT.
GREAT
in niauy
districts a severe re- Sheridan on Tuesday and those at
Fort Leavenworth on Wednesday, No- PROSPECT.
BACK TO WORK.
SHOCK TO FRIENDS.
vember 12. Thus, it is expected that
WRITES LETTER TO
on tli
;tlie regiment will be
banks of the Rio Grande on the Mth.
CARRANZA
ONLY
ASKS
ARE
NOW
SOLDIERS
CONGRESSMEN
THREE
ARTHUR SELIGMAN
GOVERNOR M'BONALD
Verdict That Suits Is Found.
Alien-letMexico
Nov.
ij.
City,
Mex.,
TO BE ALLOWED ARMS
BEING INOCULATED
OF FOUR ARE DEMOCRATS
PAYS HIGH TRIBUTE
declared today not responsible for
That there are over live hundred
his act, Enrique Zepada, a close relamen who have refused to
Washington, D. C, Nov. ". Tile tive of Provisional President Huerta
Democratic governors were elected
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 5. Forbes, a pay the
county road tax or work it.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes died
, and former governor of the federal
at 2(1 minutes to 8 this morning at
camp of the Rocky .Mountain Fuel out on the roads is (the report District French ambassador here, M. Jusser-andyesterday in each state where thlB
in
entered
who
while
office,
has received no instructions from district,
New
office was filled, Massachusetts,
St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
company, 12 miles north of here was Attorney Alexander? Read has heard.
Death was
his government to take any steps to- the Belem prison on March 27, last duo to pneumonia
taken by the Btate militia this morn And he proposes tojget-busyJersey and Virginia. With the ex- following a serious
murder
of
the
aud caused
Major
ward
mediation
between
the
T'nited
shorttax
If
of
is
New
a
not
the
York
small
the
where
November
skirmish,
state,
Burgical operation.
paid by
lug following
ception
Stales and Mexico, though the embas- Gabriel Hernandez, a commandant of
The news of the general's death
ly after midnight between strikers 20th, Mr. Read intends to file individTammany Democracy was severely re- ad
the
Madero
under
rural
be
would
channel
guards,
the
for
natural
sy
ual
followto
the
So
states
came as a great shock to his friends
in
suits.
he
the
and guards. According
reports
touked, more Democratic than Repubministration.
such steps.
.,'
who had hoped that he would recover
lican victories were recorded at the
received by Adjutant General Chase, ing letter:
If the French government were to
Zepada took a squad of mounted po despite the awful odds he had to fight
Santa Fe. N. M, Nov. 5. 1913.
the strikers opened fire upon the
polls.
to
Hernandez
where
lice
the
to
at
offices
use
this
decide
its
prison
good
a Democratic
home of Robert Xichol, superintendent Hon. Arthur Seligman,
against. EVery effort was made by docMaryland elected
stage, the usual procedure would be was a political prisoner, ordered him tors and nurses to save his life and
Chairman Road Board, 1st DIst.,
United States senator, Blair Lee. Of
of the mine. The guards returned the
out
him
had
riddled
bullets
with
and
to
.lusserand
sound
for
Ambassador
Santa Fe County,
their devotion day and night to the
fire and the attacking party withdrew.
the four congressmen elected throughSecretary Bryan to learn first whether by the police. Zepada then had fire- very hist was untiring.
Santa Fe, NY M.
out the country, three were DemoNo damage was done. Troop C of cavrein
wood
court
be
would
overtures
(he
such
piled
yard
prison
favorably
crats. The exception was C. D. Paige,
Although able to waJk around until
alry was despatched to Forbes at day- Dear Sir:
and the body of Hernandez burned.
In compliance with the request ceived.
a few days ago, the general was in
in the Third district of Massachusetts.
light and General Chase followed later
been
Presof
has
An
of
the
inflexible
determination
The
alienists
report
health for some time and a comIn Massachusetts there was a Demoto make a personal investigation of the made by the Road Board at its meet
to accomplish the retire- laken under advisement by the civil poor
JOHN PURROY MITCHELL,
of troubles arose requiring
ing of November. 4th, 1913, I will say, ident Wilson
cratic landslide and Lieutenant Gov- plication
affair.
Is
ment
of
Huerta has been made known judge, who, it
expected, will liberate a surgical operation, It was hoped
Elected Governor of Greater New
Later he planned to go to Ludlow that I have investigated the matter of to the
to
A
assure
former decision by the that he would
powers watl enough
Zepada.
road tax,
York Over Tammany by
rally, but grave fears
for a conference with John A. Lawson collecting the delinquent,
can see no other course to pur- that any proposal of mediation doubt alienists against Zepada was set aside were felt when it was ascertained that
121,000 Plurality.'',.
regarding the outbreak. The hospital and
less would be based on that under- a month ago and a new inquiry was
resumed th1 sue but to comply with the law and
buke was administered to the Tam- corps this morning
commence individual suits for the col standing and would be shaped to- ordered.
soldiers
the
of
tj
work
inoculating
ward composing the situation in a way
many democracy that has been in
to typhoid fever. lection of this delinquent tax.
dlis- control of the state since the days of render them immune
Washington, D. C, Nov. 5. At the
I am informed that there are over that Huerta himself .might be
cart
of
two
buckets
and
rifles
fuel
Sixty
to
officials
Some
Governor Hughes.
accept.
posed
army general staff offlceB it was said
to
SC"
who
have either refused
persons
to
over
turned
were
Major
that other steps may develop before a that the only preparations for troop
William Sulzer, deposed by Tam- ridges
hv mhn P. Lawson. at the Pay uus tax, or periorni me .uree nays
tangible move might be made toward movements being made were those for
many's exposure of his unlisted camlaw
labor
by
required
this
tent
morning,
colony
to Ludlow
r mediation.
vvill be
post duty already announced.
paign contributions was
strikers at the colony applied! These individual suits
The scout cruiser Chester, at the
public oflice, less than three weeks Eight
Germany to Be Informed.
and
Imenced
district
before
the
court,
mine
Berwind
work today at the
I
Nov. 5. Ambassador James
i
o Philadelphia navy yard was ordered
Berlin,
I
case
amount
in
costs
will
each
the Colorado Fuel & Iron company
V. Gerard today received a long disavoid today to prepare to sail for Vera Cruz
to
to
If
$15.
$12
possible
1a
from
nlaoes..
nl,1
thotr
tlilU "tn bl,t-'these costs I would suggest, that a,11 Immediately. The Chester is not a patch from Washington for presentaTroop B of cavalry left yesterday delinquents be allowed until the 20lh, heavy fighting ship but swift and val- tion to the German foreign office, exscout duty. Of plaining the steps the T'nited States
pfternoon to relieve a detail of mill- .
November, WIS, to pay their uable for dispatch and
tiamen at Delagua and Iroop D at Ag-- M"oad tax.
lighter draft than the big warships has taken and Is about to take for the
,
a f
unar was iciumcu ,u w.iaanw
I trust that It will not become neces- now at Vera Cruz, she will be able to settlement of the Mexican situation.
Later instructions to order the return
In shore.
The ambassador will go to the foreign
sary for me to take this step to en- join the smaller craft
of Troop D to Aguilar were issued
The Chester is the highest power office this afternoon.
force the payment of this tax, as all
the
of
W.
in the navy. With her
when J,
Siple, president
GUNERAIj A. S. BROOKES.
good citizens are or should be inter- wireless ship
Southwestern, informed General Chase ested in good roads.
apparatus, Washington and Vera Cruz CAPTAIN YORK FOUND
and
that the employes at the Empire
I can see no reason why this tax will be in direct touch constantly by
DEAD NEAR ROSWELL
Southwestern mines were alarmed and should not be paid, and If It is not, medium of the great wireless towers
pneumonia had set in. Steadily the paun-Aoswell, N. M., Nov. f. "Captain" tient grew worse, though he fought
j
their
to
desert
posts
is
view
unofficial
The
at
Arlington.
(determined
then I am prepared to bring individual
F. York, noted Indian fighter and for life like the real soldier that he
Tom
less afforded military protection.
suits at any time the Road Board de that the Chester is being sent to Vera cow puncher of this neighborhood for was.
DAVID I. WALSH,
The tents of the Btrikers at the
Cruz principally as a means of instant
'
sires me to do so.
the past 30 years, was found dead
The general is survived by a widow
Effected Governor of Massachusetts by
and official communication."'
colony are being searched this
yours,
Very
truly
about fifteen miles east of Roswell and one son. Much sympathy was
for weapons and ammunition
Over 150,000 Plurality.
Daniels
that
Secretary
ALEXANDER READ,
explain)
(Signed)
this
the
and
force
is
sheriff's
morning
!by the state militia according to tele-- I
District Attorney. the dispatch of fhe Chester was part investigating suspicions of foul play. expressed for them today.
ernor David I. Walsh was chosen govGovernor's Tribute.
advices from the strikers' colo-'nof his plans to substitute cruisers for
phonic
was
enroute
He
from Roswell to his
ernor by a plurality of 53,091, the largGovernor McDonald was visibly af
In Mexican
tne heavier battleship
this afternoon. The order was is
miles east. York
ranch
est ever given a Democratic candidate
fected last night when he heard that
sued It is said, when John Lawson, U. S. VS.
HARVESTER wpters so that the laiter might resume a nation-wid-sixty reputation as u enjoys
fancj General Brookes was near death's
for the office. Mr. Walsh carried with
rifles, stated
and maneuvers. The change, rifle
sixty
surrendering
after
practice
shot, having been with Buffalo door. Discussing the general's death
liim into' office every Democratic canto Major Kennedy that he did not behe said, would be made gradually.
WILLIAM SULZER,
Bill several years, and refused other
didate on the state ticket, with the
could secure any more arms
on account of her light
The
he
lieve
today the governor said that the news
COMPLETED
Chester,
CO.
IS
to
New
Elected
Deposed Governor,
offers.
was a 'great shock. "General Brookes
possible exception of the attorney genfrom the unionists.
draft, is especially adapted to service tempting
York Assembly From .Sixth
eral.
w ill be available for service in the pro-wwas the most competent military man
District,
The Tammany Democrats in New
in the state, in my opinion," he added,
lbe available for service in the pro PRESIDENT OF NEBRASKA
GENERAL
M'REYNOLDS CONATTORNEY
PLAN
mana
in
ANOTHER
NATIONAL
was
BANK
condemned
ARRESTED. 'and his loss will be felt.
York state
tection of foreigners at Tampico or
having intervened since he was releadto
the
ner which left. little solace
The governor has named Norman L.
moved from the governor's chair. He
CLUDES HIS ARGUMENT THIS AFTER- other Mexican gulf ports, which can
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 5. A warrant
FOR CURRENCY
ers. John Purroy Mitchell, fusionist, will return to Albany in January as a
not be closely approached by the larg charging Melchoir. Luebben, president King, who is captain and adjutant of
BY ASKING FOR INTERLOCUTORY
NOON
OUT
IS
REFORM
leadwas elected mayor of New York,
er battleships.
The Chester will of the First National bank of Sutton, the first infantry, to be acting adju
member of the assembly. Many of the
reach Vera Cruz by next Monday ev Neb., with embezzlement was issued tant general.
DECREE DECLARING COMPANY A
ing Edward E. McCall, the Tammany legislators who voted to impeach Sul'
candidate by 121,209 votes. William zer met defeat with the result that he
from federal court here today, and the
General Brookes' Career.
ening of Tuesday morning.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 5. Another
Sulzer, deposed governor of the state, will sit in an
General Brookes was born in Ar
house. On compromise currency plan, framed to
banker's arrest ordered. The Sutton
the Chester.
Loading
was returned to the assembly from the basis of incomplete returns,
it reconcile widely divergent views on
bank was closed yesterday at the or- kansas, Aupuat 4, 1870, and was the
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 5. After or
New York City. The New York state
son of W. S. and Elizabeth B. (Word)
the administration currency bill, was
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 5. Counsel ders were received at the navy yard der of National .Bank Examiner
after a shortage was declared. Brookes. He was educated in the high
assembly will be safely Republican.
(Continued on page eight)
put forward today by Senator Reed for defense in the government's suit for the Chester to sail the work of
In New Jersey, James F. Fielder,
school and later attended college. He
today in the senate banking commit- to dissolve the International Harves- loading her was begun. It was said
was a cadet at West Point Military
Democrat, was elected governor with
before noon to- this afternoon that the ship will take
tee, when it resumed work.
ter
company
shortly
a plurality of about 22,000 over the Re- ONE CAR IS RUN LESS
Senator Reed proposed that twenty-fou- r day concluded their final arguments aboard 1,400 tons of coal, 2,000 rounds FUNK TESTIFIES IN HIS Academy, June 17, 1891 ; second lieutenant 18th infantry June 12, 1895;
publican candidate and the Democrats
regional banks be created with before the U. S. district court, and At- of
shells and 500 rounds of fwill control both houses of the legfirst lieutenant, July 10, 1898; captain
stock owned by banks and the banks torney General McReynolds prepared linch shells; also machine and field
THAN A MILE
OWN BEHALF
islature.
of the 30th infantry, February 28, 1901.
to elect a majority of directors. His to sum up for the federal side begin- guns. The Chester will have a crew
General Brookes was in active army
Beturns show the following results:
plan would provide that, instead of ning at. 2 o'clock.
of 350 men.
Ohio.
service until retired as captain in
John P. Wilson of Chicago, in con
keepiug seven per cent reserve in its
No
at
Epidemic
1C08. He was captain and commissary
S. Spiegel, INDIANAPOLIS STREET CAR TIE UP IS SO own vaults or in the regional banks
Guaymas.
Cincinnati Frederick
cluding for the defense did not de- San Diego, Cal., Nov. 5. There were IN THE CHICAGO DEFAMATION TRIAL THE in the war with
Spain, serving in the
(Rep.), mayor.
five per cent in the regional bank, maud acquittal but asked that the no
and
an
indications
of
at
THAT
Guay
ONLY ONE CAR
IS
PRINCIPAL IN THE
COMPLETE
epidemic
CASE TESTIFIES Philippine Islands.
D.
Newton
Cleveland
Baker,
each member bank should keep four court dismiss the case without preju- mas when the American
collier
navy
to
came
in
He
1901.
New
Mexico
reas
the
in
mayor.
four
in
(Dem.),
cent
its vaults,
THAT HE NEVER
MOVED AND THAT IS SOON DESERTED per
SAW
MRS. HENNING
dice to either side, thus reserving to Nan Shan left the Mexican port a
a healthseeker, it is said. He was conToledo
Carl Keller, (Rep.), mayor.
gional bank and four in a general the government the right to intervene short time ago. The Nan Shan arrived
BY STRIKE BREAKERS.
UNTIL TRIAL.
STATE RESTS CASE.
nected with the National Guard as In
Columbus Geo. J.' Karb, (Dem.),
to be controlled by the federal at any time in the future.
fund
enroute
to
here today
San Francisco
r
and has been adju
mayor. '
reserve board in Washington. The
Attorney General McReynolds con- and Captain Prideaux reported that
tant general since 1910.
Indiana.
to meet considerable fa cluded his argument at 3 o'clock this the federals were in
seemed
plan
Nov.
5.
first
Nov.
Funk
S.
Clarence
Chicago,
Indianapolis,
complete control
General Brookes was promlneat
B.
Bell,
Indianapolis
Joseph
street car to be moved since the trac- vor. The committee expeciea 10 vuib afternoon. He asked the court to en- of the city when he departed.
The today testified in the trial or Daniel ,here In social circles and took a good
abstract
on
the
proposi(Dem.), mayor.
some
an
decree
ter
today
Friwas
declaring
called
interlocutory
Donahoe
and
refIsaac
strike
who
are deal of interest in the Santa Fe Club,
Nan Shan brought three American
Steifel,
Fort tion employes
Terre
Haute,
Evansville,
of creating some sort of a central the Harvester company a monopoly.
charged with conspiring to defame of which he was a charter member. He
day night, waB deserted in the streets tion
ugees.
Wayne, Muncie, Logansport and An- today after strike breakers had run it gold reserve in Washiugton. The pro- He then asked that when such decree
him.
Ready to Move.
was very popular among the clubmen
derson, elected Democratic adminis- less than a mile through a constant posal to call a Democratic caucus was had been entered, the defendants be
Mr. Funk sketched his early career
5. Officers
Nov.
Nogales, Ariz.,
and one of them, a prominent federal
trations.
little
to
reasonable
submit
a
headway.
time
given
of bricks. One strike breaker making
commanding the United States troops until he became manager of the Inter- pfflcial, said today: "General Brookes
South Bend and Lafayette chose cit- hail
plan of reorganization.
was taken from the car badly hurt.
on border patrol here received orders national Harvester company.
man in Santa
was the 'biggest-hearteizens officials.
A.
of
Chicago, gen
Bancroft,
Almost Immediately the names of Fe. He would have
Edgar
Four other strike breakers and a num- INDICTMENT IS
to prepare equipment for field
his last
today
given
Vincennes elected Republicans.
comeral counsel for the Harvester
less seriously
service. Railroad officials at division former Senator Lorimer and of Ed- dollar to any man who was in need of
In Illinois, the drys won 18 muni- ber of patrolmen were
FOUND AGAINST
pany, concluded his address with a headquarters at Tucson also received ward Hines were brought into the it."
of missiles that
the hurt by the downpour
cipalities in southern Illinois;
of the trade conditions from
Tnere was prompt objection by
roofs and windows fr.om
MAN review
Funeral Arrangements.
ROSWELL
requests for immediate statements
wets ties one. Women votes in the came from
the time of the Inception of the Inter- - jfeardlnB
the time the car left the barns until
the facilities they could fur- - 'counsel for the defense, and the jury
It was stated today at the under
ration of 4 to 1 against saloons.
national Harvester company up to the nish for
was
were
excluded
wnile
it was abandoned. Conditions be
arguments
removing of troops.
taking establishment of Messrs. Mulli
Roswell, N. M., Nov. 5. Dave
time of the filing of the government's
came so dangerous for the strikejniade.
Troop Movement Not Heard Of.
gan and Rising that the funeral arFielder's Plurality 22,000.
of the Roswell
chief
evidence
and
declared
the
suit
formerly
In
that
hls
the
down
on
the
breakers
preliminary testimony,
that
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 5. Army
lay
had not been decided
rangements
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 5. The latest floor of the carthey
was indicted today by the grand disproved nearly every individual asDonharvester
man
said
he
knew
that
a few min
and
after
of the Pacific division
upon. The arrangements win iiKeiy
a
$500 sertion of guilt made by the govern- headquarters
figures indicate that James J. Fielder, utes as a
with
accepting
bv
charged
been
jury,
and
had
sieht
Stiefel
that
knew nothing here today of the re- jah?e
sign of surrender, threw the
jhe maae tomorrow afternoon when
coun- ment.
oui to nun.
controller and all their arms into the bribe to aid the cowmen of this
Mrs. Brookes' father, Colonel George
ported troop movement at Nogales. Hif"'""
the
their
sheepwin
admitted
that
He
at
against
was
the
fight
There
ty
immediate
beginning was thought that possibly the report
street They were taken in charge by
objection by N'. Rushnell, arrives.
Beveral of the concern's career,
was
selected
Allison
men.
counsel
for
Mr.
defense
Funk
when
the
something
strikers and policemen and later tak
refer to an exchange of troops
months ago by the sheepmen to inves may have been done by some of the might
'
asked if he took part in an inves- - RECLAMATION WORK NOT
en to jail.
with Fort Fthan Allen. Vermont.
were
cowmen
the
that
five
were
division
which
at
managers
The car was almost Entirely '.Wreck tigate charges
Springfield, 111., in April,
jready orjered, but the phase
LAW.
UNDER
- aM HPrvine" wns mvstifv-- ! 1911.
ed. When the car left the barns no poisoning sheep of the county with not exactly right under the law.
imont
Nov. 5. Comptroller
Washington,
favorable
was
His
report
on
to
the court iug.
The investigation referred to was
i desire
impress
policemen were on it, but it was sur- saltpeter.
of the treasury, George E. Downey has
rounded by patrolmen on foot and to the cowmen. No cowmen are yet that at the beginning there was great
.rhe eoulhern Pacific department in that of the election of T,orimpr.
act of
the
bribe.
irdicted for giving
The jury was excluded from the decided the provision of the
rivalry between these live division charge of moving troops had no news
mounted.
court room and for the first time the June 19, 1912, requiring that contracts
managers, as each probably had a
The conference which began early
anv contemplated movement,
and other
Division headquarters of the South prosecution declared its
contention between the government
vision of possibly being raised to the
in the day between the peace authori- WOULD INVESTIGATE
day for
parties provide an eight-hou- r
WANAMAKER SETTLEMENT. general managership of the big new jpaciflc at Tucson reported to the exe- - that Funk's connection with the
ties, still was in session when the
mechanics and laborers, does not apcase
was
cause
the
five!cutiVe
of
the
doubtless
attack
these
In
;mer
And,
noon
at
took
here
offices
response
place.
rioting
ply to the reclamation service. The
Thomas Carlton, the union chaufWashington, D. C, Nov. 5. Investi- division managers for. a Bhort time Uo a nuerv that no inauiries had been, on his character.
service is working under
- reclamation
not
the
would
allow
Pam
faciliprosas
had
been
it
business
done
for
Judge
did
settlement
who
was
the
a
to
of
as
shot
the
feur
at
:made
there
company's
government's
during
fight
gation
1
an act passed in 1902, and the compto
had
ocution
show
detectives
that
in
and
the
of
claims
John
customs
car
Louisiana
street
barns
late
of
the
harvesting
troops.
years
machinery ties for the handling
against
followed Mr. Funk and made reports troller held that the act of 1912 could
effected in the last day's of lines. Those methods of competition
Goes After 10th Cavalry.
Monday, died at the city hospital tofinalto
:
Unit-Edward Hines at Washington. The not apply to work authorized and
5.
no
The
not
were
Nov.
a
administration
and
by payment
always gentlemanly
Galveston, Tex.,
day. This makes the fourth death as the Taft
re- - ly legislated for previous to that time.
'witness
to
was
allowed,
sailed
however,
to
is
division
the object doubt these
the treasury,
of $1,000
a result of the strike.
managers played ed States transport Kilpatrick
of a resolution introduced today by the game without limit or control. It for New York today to bring the loth peat testimony ne nao given oerore
$17,400 VERDICT FOR
VERDICT IN BEILISS CASE
Representative Falconer of Washing- is to this period that nearly all the United States cavalry here. The regi- ,meMr.legislative committee.
BREACH OF PROMISE.
Funk testified that he had never
EXPECTED THIS WEEK. ton, who asked that Attorney General government's letters and other ex- - ment then will proceed to El Paso for
Nov. 5. Miss Ada
seen
Mrs.
Minn.,
she
St.
until
Paul,
appeared
Henning
wrter natrol. it is announced.
McReynolds be directed to give the titbits refer.
'in court to testify at this trial. His M. Cox of Rockford, 111., was given a
Asks Only Arms.
"But these conditions were not creKiev, Russia, Nov. 5. The verdict house all information on the subject.
s
was not changed by cross verdict of $17,400 against William
J. F. FIELDER,
in the trial of Mendel Beiliss for the Officials of the last administration de- ated, but were ameliorated by the InNogales, Sonora, Nov. 6.- At the re- testimony
Edwards, a wealtHy St. Paul lumDemocratic Candidate for Governor ef murder of the Christian boy, Andrew clared the government collected more ternational Harvester company, In- - quest of General Venustiano Carranza, examination.,
berman, for breach of promise in disNew Jersey Elected by Over
the constitutionalist chief, Dr. Henry j The state rested its case this
Tushinsky, to expected from the Jury on the settlement than it might have
court today.
noon.
trict
International
of
the
about the end of this week.
on
a
suit.
22,000,
law
in
Tupper
page
got
eight).
(Continued
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CALOMEL

"California Syrup of Figs" Best For
Tender Stomach, Liver Bowels
Tastes Delicious.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

TRYTHESE

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

a

WINTER GROCERY CD.

FOREIGN

AND PILLS

V

hook back at your childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
calomel, cathartics.
oi castor oil,
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children it's different.
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what theyrevolt is welldo. The children's
fcunded. Their tender litle "insides
are injured by them.
If your child's stomach, liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only delicious 'California Syrup of Pigs." Its
action is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
linvp tn take it- that it never fails to
clean the liver and bowels and sweet
en the Btomach, and that a teaspoon-fu- l
given today eaves a sick child to
morrow.
Ask your druggist for a 5(Vcent bottle nf "California Syrup of Figs,"
which has full directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grownups
nlnlnlv nn each bottle. Beware ol
counterfeits sold here. See that It is
made by "California Fig Syrup Company." Refuse any other kind with
contempt.

I

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN

oa1

Wood

andolreestaal,l

FACTORY WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

5AWEDW,?,?D
CORD W?D
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.

& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

THE

& SOUTHERN CO

,ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN
(WESTERN

'r'J

CO.

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

CO.

RAILROAD

PACIFIC RAILWAY

CU.jj

SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-cla- ss
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n

THE OLD STVLE IS
BETTER THAN NEW
Philadelphia, Nov. 5. Eugenics as a
means of selecting husbands and
wives, fell before the
method of "falling in love" yesterday
in a popular decision rendered by the
Drama league, after a debate In Wash
ington Hall.
Percy Mackaye, who has written a
new play on the subject, championed
eugenics. Harry La Barra Jayne,
president of the league, favored the
"falling in love." The
audience of 30O, nearly all women, ap
plauded the latter's Idea.
Mackaye's argument, advanced in
his play, is that in the next thousand
years we will build up a new stand
ard for picking mates. Instead of
marrying for wealth or position, he
says, why not marry for strength and
health and possibilities of aiding the
race?
President .Tayne didn't think so. He
of
said frankly the investigators
eugenics had experimented with white
mice and sweet peas, and human na
ture is far removed from both.

SAVES MAN
FROM ANGRY BULL

A DOG

THROUGH LINE
Gorge-Feath-

itx?j3

River Route,

er

Line PAR EXCELLENCE
FOR INFORMATION

of all America.

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

I.

C.

A. HUGHES,

R.

L. POLLARD,

President.

J.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Beise. Ida., Nov. B. But for the
bravery of his wife, who attacked an
angered bull with only the help of a
dog, Gus Anderson, a prominent ranch
er and candidate for county commissioner at the last election, would have
been a dead man, and, as it Is, he is
in an extremely precarious condition.
Mr. Anderson who .lives on a ranch
near the Soldiers' home, went out to
the corral to milk some cows, when
a bull which was in the corral with
the other animals came upon him from
the rear, knocked him over, and before he could protect himself in any
way had trampled hiin. His wife,
hearing his cries for help, appeared
in time to witness the attack of the
animal, and calling a dog which belongs on the ranch, Bhe set him at
the bull and succeeded in dragging her
husband out of the corral while the dog was worrying the
animal.
badly-injure- d

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

Build- - 8
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and
Ing Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Your Business Solicited.

Phone 100 and 15 W.

NEW

MEXICO

V

J.

ESKIMOS

t,

SEND FUR BY

POST.
The benefits
Washington,
of the parcel post have entended to
the Eskimo, and he is making use of it.
The price of the white foxskin
among Eskimos in northern Alaska
has jumped from $2 to more than $20
In the last few months. The natives
have learned that they do not need
to sell the skins to the fur traders,
but that they can send them direct to
the States. Polar bearskins have tak
en corresponding jumps in price at the
source.
PARCEL

::

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

'TbeWest Point

NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the V S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Peoot
Vlley. 1,700 feet bore sea level,
sunshine every day. Open !r
work throughout the entire ees-IoConditions lor physical
end mental development ere
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officer! and instructors, all
(radiate from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modem in every respect.
Begenti

:

E. A. C A HOON,

1J

Schild-knech-

23

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

gJF

Nov, 6. John C.
years old, cashier, who it
is charged embezzled $55,000 from the
Washburn-CrosbCompany, while
drawing salary of $20 a week, was arrested in a Brooklyn rooming house tonight.
The boy, who supported Effle
a beautiful Tennesse girl, in
a $300 a week suite all last summer,
supplying her with a maid, chauffeur
and two touring cars, arrived from
South America as a stowaway. He
had 15 cents when he stole aboard
the ship at Montevideo.
"I'm tired of it all and quite ready
to go to a cell, where I won't have
to dodge detectives," he said.
New York,

HEADUABTEBS FOB

GENERAL

HE SPENT FORTUNE
TO SUPPORT GIRL

President

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POl, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
c For particulars end Illustrated rata.
gee, address,

C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Spt.

Nov.

5.

BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN

MERCURY

as mercurv will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
Ithe whole system when entering it
rhrniieh the muCOUS Surfaces. Such
'articles should never be used except
inn nreRnrintions irom reDUtame nnysi- ninna an the damaee they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
nans L;aiarru
derive from tnem.
fun, manufactured bv F. J. Cheney
& Co', Toledo, O, contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous sunaces
In buying Halls
or the system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get trie
genuine. It is taken Internally and
mnriR in Toledo. Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
ft Co., Testimonial free.
Sold by druggists. Price 7oc per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

EUROPEAN NATIONS ARE FEELING AN

HALF POUND WREN
Madison, Wis., Nov. 5. Results of
scientific investigation of the capacity of birds to destroy insects were
announced at the University of Wis
consin.
A Virginia wren, a farsh bird of
pound weight, showed the most
remarkable ability for devouring pests.
In one day it ate 144 amphopids,
twelve meal
twelve grasshoppers,
worms, three water bugs, one water
scorpion three inches long, two small
tnnflsh, one stickleback two and a
half inches long, one caterpillar and
fifteen flies.
The second day it ate five live hornets, one crawfish two inches long, one
i'.og one and a half inches long, and
cue grass snake eight inches ilong.
The bird tried eight times to swallow
i lio snake alive.
Finally it killed the
re))tile and gulped it down.
In the two days the bird ate more
than its weight.

REST AND THINK SOMEHTING DEFINITE a
SHOULD

BE

DONE

REGARDING THE

MEXICAN SITUATION.

one-ha- lf

Foreign afWashington,
iMex-icfairs, particularly relations with
continue to furnish the moBt
acute, if not the most important, problem confronting President Wilson and
the administration. To the very last
the president maintained the attitude
of hoping that the elections advertised
for October 26th in Mexico would furnish a means of settling that problem
through the elimination of General
Huerta, the dictator. The utterly farcical character of the alleged elections
however, has demonstrated the futility of such hope. Meantime an element of sinister potentiality has been
injected into the situation through the
indiscreet comment in Mexico City of
Sir Lionel Garden, the BritiBh minister to Mexico, who chose to present
his credentials to Huerta on the day
the dictator had arreBted the 110
members of the Mexican congress,
and who expressed to some American
newspapermen his frank view that the
American government did not thorthe Mexican
oughly comprehend
ence by a British diplomatic official of
question. This unwarranted interfer
ence by a British diplomatic official of
such standing threatened for a time to
produce an unfortunate strain upon
our relations with Great Britain. The
British government gets out of it.
however, by officially advising the
state department that Sir Lionel
repudiates the interview credited
Great
to him. Thus, technically,
Britain preserves a correct standing
in the matter.
At the Banie time, there appears to
be an increasing feeling on the pari
of several important European powers
that something positive and effective
should be done to terminate the intol
erable conditions in Mexico. Indica
tions that Europe might find it neces
sary to act on its own account led to
consideration on the part of this gov
eminent of the question of issuing a
general and formal statement definite
ly setting forth its attitude not only
toward Mexico but also toward all
such problems, which are, unfortu-- ,
nately, of too frequent origin in th."
western hemisphere. President Wilson seems, however, to have conclud
ed that it is not necessary yet at least
to issue such a statement. He has, to
a certain extent, covered the ground
in two recent speeches. One was at
Swarthmore, Pa., on the occasion of
the commemoration of founders' day
at Swarthmore college. In extolling
the spirit with which William Peun
sought to establish "a free common
wealth" in America, the president said
that the prof essadu purpose of American conquest "was to see to it that
every foot of that land should be the
home of free
people,
who should have no government whatever which did not rest upon the
consent of the governed." And then
he added this sentence, with its signally significant bearing upon the
Mexican problem:
"I would like to believe that all this
hemisphere is devoted to the same
sacred purpose, and that nowhere can
any government endure whieTi is
stained by blood, or supported by anything but the consent of the governed."
From Swarthmore the president
went to Mobile, Ala., where, in an address before the southern commercial
congress, the president supplemented
his Pennsylvania speech. In a general
sitdiscussion of the
uation and problem, he said:
"The development of constitutional
liberty and world human rights, the
maintenance of national integrity as
against material interest that is our
creed.
"I want to take this occasion to say,
too, that the United States will not
again: seek to secure one additional
foot of territory by conquest.
"It will devote herself to showing
an honest and fruitful use of the territory she has, and she must regard it
as one of the duties of friendship to
see that from no quarter are material
interests made superior to human liberty and national comity."
While the president in making this
pledge regarding the future action of
the United States undoubtedly voices
the present sentiment of a vast majority of American citizens, it was
inevitable that i it should be pointed
out promptly that not only the circumstances under which he made this
declaration were very different from
those obtaining when President Monroe declared the famous doctrine
which ever since has borne his name,
but also that the president has no
power to give such a pledge and make
i: binding upon his country. Congress has on a few occasions undertaken to give pledges of that character. The one made in the Teller resolution at the beginning of the Spanish
war has been kept, but the famous
Crittenden resolution, adopted nt the
outbreak of the civil war, endured
hardly a year.
A new complication has been added
to the Mexican problem by the granting of asylum to General Felix Diaz,
who took refuge in the American consulate at Vera Cruz with some of his
followers and was transferred to one
of the United States battleships. This
act, while undoubtedly one of humanity, and probably the only means
of saving General Diaz from Huerta's
assassins, is in contravention of diplolaw
matic precendent, international
and naval regulations. In bis famous
and authoritative work on international law, Mr. John Bassett Moore, counsellor of the state department, cites
a number of precedents which up to
this time have controlled directly
against such action. It could not be
done in the case of a powerful country disposed, as Huerta Is, to make
Nov.
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KILLED IN
FRENCH TRAIN

32 ARE

EGG
PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone
and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
Oyster Shells
.05 " lb.
Meat Scraps,
"
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03 "

...

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

I
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GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

PHONE 19

--

W

.

leght
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHElectricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modTo
ern home and why all this light-make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

IN

WRECK.

ODS,

?

France, Nov. 5. Thirty two
persons were killed and forty injured
express
vhen
the Marseilles-Parirain was wrecked by collision with a
local train near here late last evening. The bodies were not all recovered until this afternoon.
Melun,

s

i

Want
Try It

New Mexican

bring results.

Ads

always

MUST BELIEVE IT.

8anta Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.

When

for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.

Weil-Know- n

When public endorsement is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe, the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev-- i
ev-ery sufferer of kidney backache,
ery man, woman or child with kid
ney trouble will do well to read the
following:
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
Santa Fe. N. Mex.. says: "1 suffered
off and on for several months from
backache and pains across my loins.
Mornings when I tried to sweep out
the store, my back bothered me so
much that often 1 had to sit down.
The trouble got to be constant and no
matter what I did, my back hurt me.
I finally began using Doan's Kidney
Pills and I soon found out that they
were what I needed. A box and a
half cured me. I am just as enthus- laatif. in mv nraise of Doan's Kidney
Pills now, as I was when I first recommended them several years ago."
For sale by all dealers. Price bo
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's anil
take no other.

POWER
IS QUITE SO

1

Foster-Milbur-

and
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
tor you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

NOTHING as to touch the button
is ready to cook

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

n

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbsrs,

'

THE SANITARY

1 SHORTOBOER BESTflDBBHT

I

I
I

I

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

REGULAR MEALS.

Open Day and Night, f
Best Equipped, Most Modern.

Special Dinner Parties.
ROMULO

1 SANTA FE,

n

t

LOPEZ,
-

PROP.

NEW MEXICO.

I

Day or Nifht Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

Majestic Cafe j
!

Ml.

a Specialty.

Busies and 5addlers

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Ouaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

vuvuinJuxJiAJuvinruuvruirui

ftSK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Have
a drink
of Coffee

Coast, via NEW

Mrs. Paton, the

ay

morrow

and

To-

at the

jnoflern Grocery
a

Come in and taste it.
The flavor will catch

YOU.

East
or

' West

ing

To-d-

to Torrance thence.

lil

Best

Pure Food Demonstrator, is serv-

George
Washington
Coffee

MEXICO CENTRAL

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

jBMHBIHaaBaBaHBaaalBVafaaBaaaaVl
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Distilled
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pyre
Water.
Mineral
Manlton
for
water.
Spriaf
Agent
Santa Fe. New Mex.
tdi cDHriNP . J

BARN
STAR
THE
W.
A.

WILLIAMS.

PKUKK1C1UK.

GENERAL LIVERY

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

Huu.

nniuirtnnnnuwwunrLrftnv

PONIES,

TWO AND FOUI BOISE OUTFITS.

Re-

M0MPT SE1VICE.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
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WEDNESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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ARROW nsA
SHOT SHELLS

SCIENCE

OF POLITICAL

ENGINEERING
IT MAY BE THAT THE

RELATIONS WILL
-T-

CREATION

COMMISSION

NEW

HE

ON

OF THE

INDUSTRIAL

BRING THIS ABOUT

SUCCESSFUL

PLAN

MUST

BE

CONSTRUCTIVE.

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 5. The
science of "political engineering" is
very probably in the way of being
born. It is quite likely that the creation and organization of the new
commission on industrial relations
now an accomplished tact may so
result.
When the Panama canal commission undertook the great work now
nearing completion, its first steps
were concerned with investigation,
examination and estimation. Then, as
a result, It laid before the president
and the congress a comprehensive
plan for carrying out the work. The
plan was amended, modified, approved
and carried out.
The commission on Industrial relations faces the same kind of problem
but instead of being a problem in
physical, It is problem in political
engineering. Literally, the commission faces the opportunity to present
a definite plan of social organization.
It has been directed to "inquire into
the general conditions of labor In the
principal industries of the 1'nited
States," and to attempt to "discover
the underlying causes of dissatisfaction in the industrial situation and report its conclusions thereon."
It has but a year and a half of life,
and starts with an appropriation of
The first report must be
$100,000.
made within a year after the work
starts. It has already been decided
that the commission will not make a
long and elaborate statistical investigation, as was the case with the immigration commission, which collected
volumes of facts and figures, carrying
no conclusions and of little use to any-

Make sure your
game Shoot
the speed shells

fir mwLwm mmm--

Jin emlngton;UMC
Arrow Shells, the steel
puts all the force of the
explosion behind the shot. That
can't beat out the pattern driven by a steel
gripped charge.
mile-a-minu- te

r"

And with Expert Factory Loading, uniformity of
speed and pattern is assured in each and every shell.
Shoot Remington- - UMC Arrow and Nitro Club Steel Lined Expert
Factory Loaded Shells for speed plus pattern in any make of shotgun.

Remington

Arms-Unio-

Metallic Cartridge Co.

n

299 Broadway

New York City

it

one.

What the industrial commission
really wants to do is to find out and
proclaim to the world what is the matter in the relations of labor and cap

"Young man, when you buy a
buggy, be sure it's a Studebaker"

NIXOLA

t

KANSAS CITY
DALLAS
SAN FBANC1SC0
SALT LAKE CITY

MSW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

DKMVfcK

ORE.

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSBLP WRITING TUB
IN THE COURSE Of
SAME THING FREQUENTLY
YOUR BUSINESS, REM3MBBR A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A OREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TtMB,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

NIXOLA
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One-li- ne
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DIAZ,
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UNDER
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SEC IT TAKES A LOT
OF NERVE "TO WALK

IH VJHfsnl VOW'RS TARDY.

here today.
HALL
IN DEATH.
The display of floral tributes was
Reno, Nev., Nov. 5. As a result of in keeping with the wealth and proma shooting affray in the Red Top dance inence of the decedent but the most
nan at, itocnester, msi iugm, uuij
imminent nosition was given two
Edwards, proprietor of the place, was
was attached a
shot and killed by J. O. McFadden. white roses, to which
Frank Alanda, Edward's brother, was rnrd reading: "I thought more of Mr.
shot over the heart and will die and Morris than any man In the worl3.
"Shorty" Burns, and Emma Hoffman, 'A poor man.
SHOOTING

the latter AlcFadden's wife, also were
wounded.

McFadden came to the dance hall to
persuade his wife, who was working
there, to leave the place. The three
men dissuaded her from leaving.

fj

Greeley-Smith'-

She writes with a perspective all
her comments on a particular subject
are formulated in relation to all of life
itself; not simply as so many exotic
paragraphs blooming in the air
or trunk to depemTon legitimately.
What She Says About Her New Post
In leaving her post In New York, a
post she made famous, Nixola Greeley
Smith writes:
"I am deciding to leave the great
American metropolis to write for the
people of another city because I think
it holds a larger opportunity for helpof the
ing in the occomplishment
world's work. I feel that, In spirit,
at least, I am following my own grandfather's advice: "Go west!"
And so it has become possible to
genial,
present Miss Greeley-Smith'- s
incisive criticisms on the dominating
movements In the great tides of current feminism.
first article
(Miss Greeley-Smithwill be found in tomorrow's Issue).
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They'll help you to letter coffee more pleasI

ure and comfort if you'll
read, think and act.

They're wasted if you
wait and forget. Don't
dally with the thief of
time.
"Hello" "yes."
"Please send me a can
Schilling's Best Coffee."
"All right" "Goood by."

of

RELATIONS COMMISSION

CONDITIONS OF THIS COUNTRY.

..

uii.nn tat riahtl. the second daughter of President Wilton
in the national capital for trout- accompanied by her mother, go shopping
...,
seau material In preparation tor miss wiisons ,.hh'-"- "b
vember 25, to Francis B. Sayre of New York.

THIS IS' A QUAINT CUSTOM OF SOME OF OUR
OWN FELLOW
CUSTOMS

Ul ltwa nuac

OF THE WORLD'S

QUEER PEOPLE.

Our own United States has some
very queer people who have some
very quaint customs.
Take our fellow citizens who live In
the northern part of the island of Luzon, Philippines. They are called the
Tinguians. The Tinguians are by no
means savages, even if they do prefer
a fashion which does not include much

MRS.

PROF. JOHN ROCERS COMMONS.
teaches political
Pmf Commons
economy at the University of Wiscon
sin. He is tne aumor oi irauo un
ionism and Labor Problems," "The
Distribution of Wealth," and many
other widaly read books. He was born
on a farm in Dark county, Ohio, 61
II ft
WSS graduated from
ntrn
lOberlin university in 1888. Two years
a.
later he was married to Alias
Downey, of Akron, O.

v.r

a

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MFXICO.

3

QUAINT

50c

Cat

TROUSSEAU.

unless they help you.

APPOINTED BY PRESIDENT WILSON, ARE INVESTIGATING

Inch.... 35c
inch.... 25c

;

WEDDING

FOR HER

are for your benefit; tliey
won't help the advertiser
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Defiance Model Band Dater

ON A SHOPPING EXPEDITION

s

DATES, ETC.
1- -4

10,
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Each additional line, same price. (Curved Hnes
en Stamp count as two lines).
2Sc extra
Borders ot aH shapes, under 3 Inches loot
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used Is
Inch In Mia, wo chargo lor one Mm for each
over one-ha- lf
one-ha- lf
inch or fraction.
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AMATEUR ALCHEMISTS
ALMOST BURIED TO DEATH.

Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 5. Otis Snyder,
and George Reynolds, 17, were badly burned in a gasoline explosion last
MORRIS FUNERAL IS HELD
night while attempting to refine a gold
AT CHICAGO TODAY. nugget in a retort erected in the rear
is exChicago, 111., Nov. 5. The funeral of the Reynolds home. Snyder
of Edward Morris, the packer was held pected to die.
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LATEST PHOTOGRAPH OF FELIX

er for several years on the New York
World.
She Is a Fine Interviewer.
Miss Greeley-Smith- ,
although still a
young woman, is already acknowledged the foremost "Interviewer" in the
world and easily commands a topmost
niche with the few really authoritative
GENERAL FELIX DIAZ, WHO ESwoman writers dealing vitally with CAPED DICTATOR IIUERTA'S GUN.... nation tnlnir
11- .A IX, S.
BY FLEEING TO
MEN
There is one characteristic in all CRUISER IN VERA CRUZ HARBOR
illuminating
Nixola
presentations of discussable current
OoffVo
topics that is the broad background
of knowledge which she Immediately
advertisements
Tlie.se
summons up as a canvas for her

THE WORKING
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MISS JESSIE WILSON

THREE OF THE MEMBERS OF NEW INDUSTRIAL
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GREELEY-SMIT-

fathered the famous advice, "Young
man, go west;" Indeed to the present
generation Horace Greeley is mwiu
the grandfather of the faImous Nixola Greeley-Smith- ,
star writ--

PRICE LIST.
Om-Hi-

BY

WOMAN

s

South Bend, Ind.

STUDEBAKER

SCHOOL DAVS.

word-pictur-

liarneM

See oar Dtaltt or wri'e us.

AMERICAN

GREATEST

GREELEY-SMIT-

Brilliant Granddaughter of the Famous
Editor, Horace Greeley, Authoritative Exponent of the Feminist
Movement,
Engaged by The New
Mexican to Talk to the Women of
Santa Fe Exclusively Through this
Newspaper.
We do not have to introduce Nixola
to our readers as the
Greeley-Smitgranddaughter of Horace Greeley, the
greatest of all American editors, who

ing yourself against the mistakes of younger builders.
You will always be proud of the Studebaker
nameplate, for there isn't a buggy on the road that is
its equal for style, luxury and good looks.
'Flexible bent-reac- h
gear, graceful lines, solid cordouble-ironed
shafts, are a few of
ner, plugless body,
the special Studebaker features.
The new close-fittin- g
shifting rail is enough in
itself to make you buy a Studebaker buggy.
Trucfci
Milk Wagon

d

University, who was for two years on
the Wisconsin Industrial commission.
No one has yet been selected to conduct the second class of Investigation.
Unorganized labor will be investigated
buby Basil M. Manly, of the federal
reau of labor, who has done some of
the best work put out by that bureau.
Benedict, of
Mrs. Crystal Eastman
New York, lawyer and social worker,
under
will conduct the investigation
the head of legislatures and courts.
In general administrative charge ts
W, Jett Lauck, an expert employed by
the immigration commission and the
tariff board. He is "director of investigations." and will plan the whole
work. IUrs. .1. Borden Harriman has
been designated as "resident commissioner," and will move to Washington
and remain in general charge at the
commission's offices here.

REPORTER, TO WRITE FOR THIS NEWSPAPER.

Sound advice from the man who has been
driving one for twenty years.
When you buy a Studebaker buggy you are buying
all the skill, experience and science in buggy building
that half a century can produce. You are protect-

Farm Wagons
Buiinew Wacom

ital to state the reasons for industrial unrest, and specify what shall
be done about it. The last iB the important thing. It is perfectly possible
under the authority given it for the
commission to present a complete
scheme for social regeneration if it
wants to. And the indications are
that it really wants to.
For instance, it has been proposed
and the proposition is being seriously considered to have an authoritative statement from a recognized representative of the school of Anarchism, Socialism, Trades Unionism, Industrial Unionism, and so on, each to
place before the commission the interpretation of his school of thought as
to what is the matter with our in
dustrial system, and his proposal of a
remedy.
As a result, the commission might,
if it chose, then draw up a complete
plan for social reorganization it
might recommend governmental supervision of industry, it might recommend government ownership of industry, it might recommend the socialization of industry, it might recommend the forcible decentralization ot
Industry in other words it might present a plan; a definite, feasible, workable plan, with
steps, and
end just like dama
ming Lake Gatun, cutting the Cule-brconstructing the locks, dredging
the harbors, and letting in the waters
at Panama. Or a plan like that drawn
up by the forest Bervlee for conserving, protecting and using the national
forestB. Or a plan like that drawn up
by the V. S. reclamation service for
constructing reservoirs, building canals and laterals, and reclaiming the
desert. In other words, the plans and
specifications for a job in political
engineering.
The commission
already realizes
that if It is to succeed in doing any
work of value to the country, It must
present some kind of a constructive
plan. It realizes that the people are
tired of having an investigation with
the presentation of an array of facts
which are not correlated and lead to
nc definite conclusion of what to do
about it all.
Four separate fields of investigation
have already been laid out. Investigan of public
tions will be made,
agencies; (2) of trade disputes organized labor; (3) unorganized labor;
(4) legislatures and courts. The investigation of public agencies will be
In charge of F. H. Bird, of Wisconsin

For quick results, a

little "WANT."

.T.

BORDEN

HARRIMAN.

The only woman on the commission
iB a promMrs. J. Borden Harriman
inent New York society woman. Her
husband is a banker and broker. Before her marriage, Mrs. Harriman was
Florence Jaffray Hurst. She has been
identified for years with many important movements for civic betterment.
FRANK P. WALSH.
During the last presidential campaign Mrs. Harriman played a conhas practiced law in Kansas
Walsh
spicuous part as president of the
Women's National Wilson and Mar- City for the past 25 years; his sole
experience In Industrial Investigation
shall organization.
has been for the board of public wel1891
Work for the New Mexican, it U fare in Kansas City. Married in
M. O'Flaherty of Kansas
Catherine
to
and
Fa
Santa
for
for
you.
working
City. Has eight children.
tb new state.

clothing.
They are really expert farmers.
Their country gets very little rain. So
they terrace the rich soil on mountain sides from hill to hill down to
the valleys. Then they divert moun
tain streams, controlling their flow' Ingeniously so that the streams drip
down from one terrace to another,
soaking the thirsty land and making
it bloom like the rose.
There are very many interesting
things to say about the Tinguians,
but we started out to tell you about
the Tinguian musicians who play
flutes with their noses. This is the
music which is played at the people's
dances.
A plaintive little tune is played on
the nose flute by gently blowing with
nnBtril while the other nostril
is blocked with was or any handy sub- Stance.

I

y

Tinguian Playlnj Nose Flute.

J
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THE HANDLING

LOWER

UPPER PANEL
SHOWS THE WRONG
..... .. WAY TO
HANDLE YO

PARLOR BASEBALL ONCE TRIED BY
TIMORE AND BOSTON

EDDIE COLLINS IS
THE KING PLAYER

OF YOUR FEET A REAL ART -- HERE'S HOW

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 5. Eddie
Coilifis, keystone king and an essential
portion of Connie Mack's $100,000
marked up to $200,000 and still
going up since the lateBt world series,
came into bis own in the recent en-

PANEL

SHOWS
HE CORRECT WAY
TO HANDLE
THEM IN PUBLIC

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

all you
please," said Joe Kelley, the old Baltimore star, "and you can make a parlor game out of it by giving the
of life and death, but you
ccn't stop the players' tongues without an axe.
"Baseball can be made gentlemanly-al- l
right, but it won't stand for this
Lord Chesterfield stuff, not any, despite the efforts of writers and magnates.
"Years ago, Baltimore and Boston
mid they were some ball clubs tried

dad, fought ten fast rounds to a draw
in Raton last night
of Albuquerque,
Al Smaulding,
knocked out K. O. Brown, of Denver,,

BAL-

in the second round of the

IT FAILED.

up- -

Hurst and then everybody arrived at
the plate in a bunch.
"'You Irish loafer! shrieked Rietz,
'what am I out for?
stiff!' roared the
"'You
Boston catcher at Jennings, 'I ought

"You can reflne baseball

1913.

5,

semi-win-

d

-

I:

THE TROUBADOURS
GAVE PLEASURE

Eugene, Oregon. The birds sing
naturally, and, as a consequence, the
song is beautiful. But when the canary
of the famous Hartz Mountains type,
after having been trn Innrl in a Ha rlr.
ened room through weeks of listening
to tne thrill of the flute is heard, the
world, listens, with bated breath. It!
is conceded that the peoples of the )
southern climes are natural musicians. ;
ThelJyron Troubadours, who rendered '
a program at the Baptish church last
evening, proved this beyond a doubt. '
There was quality and richness to the
singing that is seldom heard. This
quality, refined and polished by years
of training in some of the world's
greatest, schools of musio, made possible one of the finest concerts Eugen
ever heard. The orchestra was grand
in its perfect harmony and delicate
shading. The numbers ranged from
the weird strains of "Carmen" to the
soothing loveliness of Barnby's "Sweet
and Low." The spontaneous applause
that followed the numbers was an
indication of the delight of the audiJoe Kelley, Who Tells the Story.
ence, many of tiie performances receivto knock your block off and for two ing double encores.
cents I'd do it.'
" 'You're a piece of cheese,' snarled
Jennings, 'and this bum umpire is a
burglar.'
" 'For Moses' sake, remember,'. 1
butted in, 'that this is supposed to be
a polite and courteous game to prove
we know how to behave.' And somebody hit me across the- map wittu a
Delicious Hot Chocolate.
catcher's glove.
October'! chilly diyi mggett iemethioir
can
man
lick every
of yez!'
"'I
for the iuner nun.
lira
Wt're ready.
Tim Hurst, 'and I'll do it if
We're eervlnf hot ehoeolite made from
ye're not back in yer places inside
cnoice proaaci: noted for
its Dliritr. exrallMM
am,t
half a minute,'
...
delicloasneM of flavor.
" 'you're a cheap crook!' howled
We don't know of ny other eiore

counter.
'
He not only lived up to what his In nlair o r nil t a nnuWanna aramta 4n
'
'
.
.
.
.
friends expected of him and those who j
followed the fortunes of the American ngreed to try out the polished conver- league predicted, but also, won the 'Htion stuff instead of the usual flow
I gab.
praise of his opponents.
It is safe to say no man played a
"The newspapers had been criticisovermore prominent part in the
ing the players for roughness and bad
whelming defeat of the Giants. It language, and we wanted to prove we
was Collins, seemingly nervous and could be as decent.
"The first half Inning was lovely.
continually picking up an imaginary
pebble from the infield, who kept his i.ven when Tim Hurst called a strike
iiisociates, Baker, Barry and Mclnnis, f Tom McCarthy that was a foot
(here was no outbreak,
always on their toes and was always
..
there to start a double play or drift
wasn't that ball a trifle high, Mr.
in front of a threatening
grounder fmplre? Tom asked, all courtesy. 'I
when it was required. And at the bat tcar j may have erred in judgment.
be it a bunt or a long hit which was jlr- McCarthy, kindly overlook it if
needed he always "came through." vo wili. repiej Tim with a grin.
In a word, there seemed nothing he
And in our laif wnen Jack Doye
could not do.
vent down to second in a cloud of
"He has no weakness" that is the dugt and TIm sald. .0ut,, Jack jump.
edi red jn the face, yell: 'What the'
general opinion of baseball men.
"Greatest Ever," Says McGraw.
caught himself and said: 'Pardon me,
"Eddie Collins is the best ballplayer but thought Mr. Long failed to touch
I have seen during my career on the me And gayg Herman Long, equally
diamond. He is the most peneci ana polite: 'I am under the impression
most resourceful player in the world. that I did touch Mr. Doyle,' just as
He did more to beat the Giants out of Chesterfleldian as you please.
two world's championships than any
"But the blow off came in the secether member of Connie Mack's ond. We had three on the bases and
team."
two gone, with Jennings at bat. Reitz
This from John J. McGraw, whoso made a daB) for the pate Qn what ie
ability to judge a ball player's ability thought was a passed ball. The Bos- no one will question, he standing sec ton catcher recovered the ball, but as
ond only to Connie. Mack as a success- he dove for the plate Jennings wan- Muggsy McGraw.
that aerves
ehocolate-t-oo
ful baseball leader, as the records of dered into him and spilled him ten
" 'Ye're h' all a bunch of
yellow
perhtpe. It 'a different at 0UR3
eipenalre,
world's
championship? feet away.
there ' nothing too good for our patrona,
pennants and
dogs,' replied Hurst and there, the
won will show.
A PIPING HOT
"'Out for Interference!'
yelled matter ended."
CUPFUL FOR
But McGraw is not the only basegorred with dainty, eriap eraeken.
ball expert who concedes to Collins
a)
only comparative aggressiveness.
hie place leading those occupying JACK COOMBS (S
lway freeh. If you're
H'JYLER'S
At the end of the fight he was
: it if h city, we'll
niches in the hall of fame.
eipren It to jou.
GETTING BETTER materially
the worse for wear while
Chief Meyers, of the Giants, In his
stories of the recent series, said (be
Campi was fresh.
5.
Nov.
"Jack"
same thing in other words. Frank
Philadelphia,
The referee's
decision was well
"Iron .Man" of the earned by Campi for he showed the
Chance nnd Fred Clarke and others Coombs,
he
in
the
are
stars
while
many,
Athletics,
University hospital little Mexican no mercy. Chavez exagree that,
is the only one who develops no wealth for months with typhoid of the spine, hibited rare gameness, but try as he
seaa
the
is
broader
smile.
wearing
would he could not stand off .the agness, however Blight, during
son's play.
In the
Fifty pounds of iron, weights were gressive and clever Campi,
can
hit lifted from his body and he was eighteenth round Chavez showed a
He alwayB bats above .300;
it out or beat out a bunt. Is one of the wrapped in a plaster cast so that for flash, but he was too tired to do any
most patient waiters and heady play- the first time since he entered the damage and at the end he was totterers at the plate, is really faster on the hospital he can Blip over on his side, ing about the ring, a badly battered
in
her
feet
in
handles
public
swimmer, declares that the wo man who,
Lottle Mayer, champion
bases than Ty Cobb, and withal is one and the physicians told him it was and beaten boy.
Thursday, November 6th
such a wav as to unnecessarily expose her legs is flirting with insult becau sc she creates the wrong impression. of the greatest if not the greatest probable he might be placed in a
hi
nineteenth
the
round
the
crowd
To illustrate her point Miss Mayer posed for the following set of pic tures which show the right and the worker who ever trod the infield.
wheel chair.
urged the referee to stop the bout, as
Take the big series. In the first
Plank and Collins were among his Chavez was in distress and, had rewrong way to handle your feet.
himCollins
visitors. They were going hunting, sorted to stalling to last out 'the full
game at the Polo grounds,
self scored three runs. He cracked and the prospect was too much for twenty rounds. His flash in the
MATHEWS BOUT WITH
two
singles Coombs.
SHAFER WAS A DRAW the ball for a triple and
round gave the referee reason
"MOVIES HAVE A BETTER MORAL TONE THAN
"But I expect to get home to Kenne-bunk- , to believe he might make a whirland this hitting, combined with his
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 5. By
lie wind
Maine, for Thanksgiving,"
and outfighting Harry Shafer base running, was directly responsifinish, ;and the bout; was allowed
said.
SAYS PICTURE PLAYER.
"Turkey, duck, beef and pork, to continue.'
ih five of the ten rounds of their bat- ble for three runs,;
STAGE,
" wv
was
he
again
aud
on
ail
mince
third
in
the
game
apple,
Pierce
Then
pumpkin
pie,
last
Theater
Elks'
tle at
night,
His first one plate,"
Mathews, the St. Louis lightweight, in the front line of battle.
YOAKUM KNOCKS OUT
earned a decision over Shafer, for the hit In the first inning aeveiuueu
The weights were taken off two
DENVER JOE MADISON.
scor-tsecond
in
the
local lightweight had but two rounds a run. His safety.
pounds at a time. They had been on
BOTH VOCAL
in
the
Then
teammates.
so long it didn't seem comfortable
his credit and three Were even, ed two of his
Denver, Nov. 5. Stanley Yoakum,
across without
thein, Coombs said.
However, Referee George lodge cal- - seventh his triple sent a runner
of East Las Vegas, last night knocked
AND INSTRUMENTAL
led the bout a draw amidst, shouts and he himself scored a minute, later,
out Joe Madison, of Denver, in the
for Mathews and Shafer at the close. gome day's work.
HAS BEST OF
third round of a ten round fight. Earl
A MUSICAL
in the CAMPI
That he made a poor decision was
jn the final game he helped
IT IN BOUT WITH CHAVEZ. Puryear was given the decision over
conAnotner
runs.
of
discussion
mortem
three
of
a
proven by post
scoring
TREAT
Los Angeles, Nov. 5. Eddie Campl, George Kitson, of Brooklyn, in a ten
the bout.
siderable afternoon's work.
of San Francisco, was given the decis- round fight. Young Erlenborn and
faces
he
with
of
the
favorite
some
a
pitchers
Ask
Shafer,
of Trinidad, Harry Reide went ten rounds to a
the audience at the beginning, looked 'during a season what tney mms in ion over Benny Chavez,
twenty draw. The fighting was mediocre.
Colo., at the end of their
like a winner in the first round, but Collins.
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
arena
at
bout
last
round
Vernon
night.
To.
to
to
Pitch
Mathews
in the second
Hard Man1
began
no
chance.
AND
Trinidad
had
bantam
FOWSER
ROSS
The
DRAW;
busof
solve the local boy's style
milling
"He is the hardest man in the
of In only four rounds did Chavez show SMAULDING STOPS K. O. BROWN.
and evened up matters.
iness to pitch to," says Ray Collins,
SEAT SALE AT ZOOK'S
Trinidad, Nov. 6. Frankie Fowser,
any reason for his having been matcha
In the third round, Shafer by
Red Sox. And most pitchers will ed with
the
Triniof
El
of
evinced
then
he
Ross
and
and
Paso,
Campl,
Bobby
to
succession of right and left swings
admit the same thing. For he has not
head and body and a right ttppercut a weakness at bat.- He will wait out a
delivered in the clinches, appeared
to the limit. He may have two
to have Mathews in distress, though pitcher and the next thing the pitcher
strikes
the St. Louis boxer fought back game knows the count stands three to two.
In this round, Shafer, dropped
ly.
On the sixth pitch he will crowd the
Mathews to one knee with an upper-cu-t
Then Collins is happy. He
to the stomach, but he was up al plate crowd the
plate, and if the ball
will
most at once.
over the slab he will walk.
isn't
right
a
A punishing left jab which, badly
If it Is, it is probably more than
,
'f ' TIF
damaged Shafer's face and appeared
to have partially closed one eye,
in
And he Is one of the few players
varied with a right cross which 'the
into
hits
his
can
who
place
game
staggered him whenever it landed,
or into left field, which adds to
was Mathew's chief mode of attack. right
of opposing fielders.
Shafer relied entirely on a haymaker the enjoyment
of all, Collins is a yuuus"
Best
he
or
with either left
to
right, though
26 years old, and likely
used his uppercut to good advantage. yet, but
Shibe park awhile.
around
stick
in
Shafer contented himself
covering
Born at Millertown, N. Y., May 2,
YOU have approved
a good part' of the time and when he 1887
'
entered Columbia in 1903 and
systems, good
did open up and exchange with won' he not
but
a
baseball,
only as
fame
good paper
typewriters,
Mathews, the latter appeared more
shortHe played
and careful stenographers,
than willing to swap punches with the as a football player.
Connie
was
in fact, it
but many are unaware of
These exchanges were stop on the nine, found
local boxer.
the right place
carbon
the need
so fierce as to bring the fans to their Mack who finally
had
at second base, after he
of the troubles
feet, since a knockout appeared im- for him,
paper
with
other
in
positions
out
him
tried
minent for either fighter several times
poor copies rriay later
'
during the bout. Each slipped and the Athletics.
Columbia
bring.
at
baseball
Collins
played
feHdiH-tathe fight.
Be fortified against any
for
elected
captain
until 1906, being
Sufirraea up the fight was as
possible disadvantage oclead in the first and next year.
curring from' the use of
Meanwhile, a scout of the Athleticsi
third-'by- .a
Mathews
wide margin:
as avaname
wrong material. Take
had the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh had picked the youngster
Connie Mack, and after
for
,
,oiorinl
,v.
advantage of the example
.iwi,
UUU Illlllll,
j
uie
mult!
ngmu
Miss Marguerite Snow.
set by thousands of proCollins had played during the summer
and tenth were even.
join-,- i
he
teams
gressive business houses
The tenth and last round was on several Independent
"There is a much better moral tone in the average moving picture play
th Athletics on their last trip
and look into
fought at a whirlwind pace, both
than there is in the average stage production."
science and fighting west.
Marguerite Snow, the star of the Thanhouser company, has this to say boys discarding
apBut It was "Eddie Sullivan" who
fiercely toe and toe. In this round,
in comparing the two professions.
trade
Wows to peared in the box scores. The trouble
"There is a very good reason why this should be bo," she goes ou to though both landed telling
an
such
impresmade
Collins
that
was
had
any
and stomach, neither
say. "There are censors of photo plays who make it a business to pass face
Mathews appeared the sion he could not avoid publicity, and
upon the films before they are shown. If there are objectionable features advantage.
bell.
it was a picture of the young star
MAR
at the
they must be cut out before the picture is O. K.d. This is seldom the fresher
printed in a newspaper which fell into
case with the speaking play."
the
Columbia
and distinct. The inks (black, Hue,
faculty
of
the
made
are
The copies
clean,
the hands
LANE AUTHORIZES
and
depurple, green and red) do not rub or blur. MultiKopy is clean to handle
SALE OF INDIAN LAND. next Bpring that led to his being
The following list names the varieties
Made in six varieties:
wonderfully
the Columbia
lnelieible for
plored
-the American or National leagues, if
PLAYERS FRATERNI
i
and gives manifolding power of each :
5. Secretary n'ne.
NOT TO BO)ISCUSSED.
Nov.
any action is taken, according to JohnHARD FTHBti
Washington,
REGULAR FINISH
,
remained in school
were Lane signed an order yesterday auof
the
son.
however,
He,
league
Magnates
5.
Nov.
111.,
American
MuIUCopT.UWt.llMhim.:Bnifaf,4
jW.
Chicago,
MultiKopT.LtWt.20iMedium,8;Bauni,
his dereceived
abhe
when
the
and
until
in
slow
June,
remnant
today
gathering
sale
of
the
the
not
consider the (remands
thorizing
league will
of its members caused lands comprising 36,365 acres in the gree, and then joined the Athletics.
'the Ball Players Jfjaternity at its an sence of some of
of
direcHe was tried in both the. infield and
the
board
and
postponement
Comanche,
Apache
Kiowa,
nual meeting tomorrow. President
it for 100 letters. Mention your name. firrai name (or school) and
found his place
dealer's nauiu iu writing lor sample.
Johnaoo said oday that the league tors meeting until tomorrow. It will Wichita Indian reservations In Okla- the outfield before he
has
he
helped
where
second
at
is
the
which
base,
league meeting
homa.
has neveXbeb asked formally by the precede
IZ
Star Brand Typewriter Ribboiu
and
to be held in the afternoon. ,
The sale will be by public auction at in the winning of three league
fraternity to grant any reforms or to
without clogging the type so as to snow ou iu.
"e"
Athletic
hj
the
ffr
for
world
championships
Lawton, Okla., beginning December
make any changes in the contracts,
Collins was married two years ago
8. The sale comprises land in eleven
and that while the national commis- FOURTEEN OUT OF NINETEEN
CO.,
owns
a handsome home in
CARS FINISH FIRST LAP. counties, left unappropriated from the and
sion had referred to each club owner
Bear this city- SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Bisbee, Ariz., Nov. 5. Fourteen of cpening of 1901 and 1906.
a synopsis of the changes desired by
the men, the program of the meeting the nineteen cars that started on the
Work for the Ntw Mexican, n li
race left the night
Work tor tne Mew Mexican. It It
called for no discussion of It The El
commission probably will take first ac- control today on the 272 mile run. Not workinf for yon, for Santa Fe and working for yon, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
the new state.
tion on the demands, ahead of either one of the cars got away on time.
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PERSONALS

Rooming House, completely furnished, good
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
Mrs. H. H. Knox, of Port Sumner, in
12.00 4, a visitor here.
X FOR RENT Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
Judge H. L. Waldo, well known at30.00
month
torney, is here from Las Vegas.
Modern Dwelling.
Good location. Rent
Klias Clark, merchant and post35.00
per month
master at Alcalde, arrived in the city
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
yesterday. He is at the De Vargas
30.00
,
per month
hotel.
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
His Urnce, the .Most Uev. J. Ii. Pita-vaarchbishop of Santa Ve, has returned from Hoston where he attended a great Catholic congress.
.Mrs. Krnest Taschek has returned
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
'from her two months' visit in the east
'and will be at home to her friends the
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANSl'RETY BONDS.
'second Thursday in each month.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Lynn, former-jl189
Phone,
of Santa Fe, and who have been
Santo Fe. New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
siding at Raton for the past three
years, were in the city yesterday vis
iting with Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Niiding.
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i m 1 1 1
n111
ii 1 1 1 1 1 1
Mr. Lyng who was formerly stationed
here with the N. M. Central, and who
later became associated with the St.
Louis & Itocky Mountain at Uatou,
has once more climbed another rung
in the big ladder and has been gob-- j
bled up by the Santa Fe, with head-- I
quarters at Amarillo, Texas. His
many Santa Fe friends wish him
success and await announcement
iof his having reached another rung.
Jay Turley, engineering expert who
lor the past two months has been
working on the. maps involved in the
'boundary suit between the state of
(New Mexico and the state of Texas,
i? in the city making his report to the
attorney general.
j
Mrs. J. W. Collier is reported quite
FOR SALE
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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FURNITURE
Brass Beds

ill.

$12.50

j
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Everything In Hardware.
ILPELD.'

VM.

W. H. WICKHAM

BIO

AT
BUENOS AYRES

ARRIVES

Hueiios Ayres, Argentina, Nov. fi.
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt arrived
here shortly after 10 o'clock this morning on board the Argentine gunboat
Uruguay from Montevideo.
The gunboat was escorted into the
harbor by a fleet of sleamers dressed
with flags from stem to stern. As she
approached she fired a salute of 21
guns to which the gunboat Rosario re-- !
plied.
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REDUCTION

NOTICE

IN ALL
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DRY

WE

MRS.VV. LINDHARDT

SAVE

210 SAN FRANCISCO
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for it. if

You Come To u$.

VE

HAVE JUST WHAT

YOU WANT AND IT IS
THE RJ0HT PRICE
WE HUNTED IT TOR.

PHONE 180.

ST.,

M

,...,, ,,,,

INSURE WITH HAVWARD

AND REST CONTENT.

Modern Cottage of 5
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
Sooth about 100 feet on Palace Avenue.

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor
time to investigate the above.

JOSEPH

B. HAY WARD,

"IF IT'8

HARDWARE

W--

COMPANY.

HAVE

IT."

PHONE

Buy pQirm ash!

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,trial"Grain

and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give us a

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Wafer Sts.

Phone, Main 250.
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MANAGER,

ldglit for a two weeks' visit with rela-- I
tives at Socorro.
Miss Jennie Baca, of Socorro, one
of the winners in the New Mexico's
prize contest, several months ago, will
he married November Kith to Luis Sayre at Williams college in 1!)0!I.
Miera, of San Antonio, a son of a well and now at the Johns Hopkins Mediknown druggist of that place.
cal school and diaries Evans Hughes,
Jr., son of Justice Hughes of the
Thomas SI. Schumacher, recently
ill m
nMTL
supreme court and a classmate of elected chairman of the board of direcGOV. OTERO IDEAL
school.
The
law
Harvard
at
Mr. Sayre
tors of the big Rock Island railway
Rev. Sylvester Bach, rector of the
MAN FOR PLACE
He began his railroad servsystem.
PrincePresbyterian church at
ice S4 years ago as a telegraph operaON COMMISSION First
atton, which the Wilson family has
tor.
..
tended for years, will perform the
"Now that George Curry has with- ceremony.
jCONVICT ARRESTED BY
drawn his application for a place ou
McMANUS AT PRISON GATE.
ii 1
the Philippine commission, I am a can- A
Consider all that is
Portsmouth, N. II., Nov. 5. John
didate for that appointment."
AGREEMENT IS SIGNED Wilson of New Mexico, who
U Mffvjf
meant by
completed
"
So said Former Governor Miguel A.
Peking, Nov. 5. A ltusso-Chlna four
sentence yesterday at
Otero today. "For some time back," agreement by which China recognizes (he Newyears
Hampshire state prison for
he continued, "my friends have urged the autonomy of outer Mongolia, was
was taken into custody
me to make a race for the positior., signed here today.
Hussia continues counterfeiting
on liis release
Superintendent Johr
but I declined as one representative to acknowledge Chinese soveieignty B. McManus ofbythe
New Mexico
from New. Mexico was seeking it."
and undertakes to refrain from colo
Wilson Is wanted' there to
It Is stated on good authority that nization or military occupation of ilie
serve out a term which had been in- President Wilson wants a college man country aside from consul guards
Authority for
by escape.
- t.vruptod
aufofor the place, and that he will more
The agreement provides tint
to
"?
than
to
a
shall
outer
it
EOmous
comprise
Mongolia
Progressive
,.
llkely give
an old guard Republican, as the Pro- those regions formerly under the jur-Urat
second
look
place iiijisdiction of China government
gressive party
INSANE KING OTTO IS
Leadership means superiority of produc- t- a superiority
the last great, election.
gua, Tartar general at. VllassutiU and
DEPOSED
TODAY.
which produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
H is admitted that Governor Otero the Chinese governor a t. Kobc.do, but
ii.
N'ov.
The in
Munich, Havana,
is singularly well equipped for the since no detailed maps of the country
It
means more than this. It means everything associated
sane King Otto ol Bavaria was deposposition in view of his education, hia exist the exact future frontier will be ed
from the throne of the Kingwith
the word FIRST.
today
exean
as
the subject of negotiations.
long and wire experience
dom of Bavaria, which he had occuThe
cutive, having served the territory aa
Remington Typewriter is first in history, first in
years without
pied for twenty-sevegovernor and treasurer for over ten GLYNN TO HEAR OF
first in quality, first in recent improvements, first"
prestige,
of his position. Prince
aware
being
HENNESSY'S ACTIVITIES.
years, and hiB wide acquaintance with
in size and completeness of organization, first in distrihimself
iAidwig
Regent
proclaimed
public men.
Albany, X. Y., Nov. 5. Governor
in pursuance of the provisions of
bution, and first in service to the customer.
The position Governor Otero seeks Glynn today received a telegram from aking enacted
law
by the two houses of the
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
pays $15,000 a year in addition to John A. Hennessy. requesting an an- - Bavarian diet.
certain perrequisites, including mile Idience.
The governor immediately
applies only to the
age, and is furnished a secretary.
granted the request and Hennessy
CoI'lVo
vas expected here this afternoon,
REPORTED DISCOVERY OF
The governor explained that
Civilized cooking
is
NEW LAND CONFIRMED
would lay before him some of
the results of the graft inquiry and
to
nonrisliiiiii
as
but
plain
at r,lrther investigations.
Halifax, X. S.. Nov. 5. The reported
Remington Typewriter Company
loucli-c- d
discovery of a new island in the Atlan-ami
substantial
.,Any pvijt!lice that Hennessy has
(Incorporated)
tic ocean was confirmed by Captnin .. ., h' zlwn nlost cai.efui considera- Anderson of the Canadian government t:on," the governor said. "I desire,
up with a bit of finery
1645 Cnampa
Denver, Colorado.
steamer Acadia on her arrival here to however, to deal with facts and out
like Schilling's Best cofday from an exploration trip off Sahle conclusions."
Island. Captain Anderson said he
fee.
found a new spot, of land on the east OIL WELL FIRE IS
which
would
It can make a feast of a
spit of Sable Island bank
FINALLY EXTINGUISHED.
Nov.
probably be three feet out of water at
5.
After
Cal
flaming
Taft,
simple meal.
low tide.
like a huge torch for sixteen days and
extrem"It is two miles inside the
In aroma-tigh- t
cans;
nights, a burning oil gusher near here
jity of the east spit, as shown on the yielded last night to a
cleanly granulated; 40c a
lb moneyback.
chart, and is not a danger to naviga- gallon douche of chemicals after dynaI
THE AMERICAN
"ifS-if- t.
tion," he said.
mite, steam and water, used collec"I think the island is the result of
to
and separately, had failed
tively
the gradual accumulation of sand and quench it.
GO.
S, KAUNE
eventually will form a part of the
The well today was yielding at the
flow.
of
a
rate
barrels
2,000
day
steady
The new land was first reported a
Dynamite and steain failed because, Where Quality Governs the Price
week ago by the Gloucester fishing
although they caved in the bore of the
schooner Liz.ie Giffin.
and Price the Quality
well and snuffed out the flame tempo-- ;
rariiy the oil caught fire again from
MAY MAKE MORE
the red hot walls of the mouth.
SWEEPING INVESTIGATIONS.
ILLINOIS BANK HELD
'
Berlin, Nov. 5. A much more
UP BY TWO BANDITS
ento
is
likely
sweeping investigation
5.
111., Nov
Two un
Mr.
sue as a result of the disclosures dur known Vernon,
men entered the Jefferson
Maxiand
Otto
Eccius
ing the trial of
State bank here yesterday, forced Dr.
milian Brandt, former employes of the U C.
'Morgan, presiden' of the bank,
accus
Krupp armament firm, who are
into the vault and turned the comed of bribing German officers to give bination on
him, held the cashier and
them information about pending con his assistant at bay with revolvers
tracts.
and dashed out with $1,400.
When the trial was resumed today
power of first-cla- ss
The cashier liberated the president
only realized the business-buildin- g
Our cracker counter it an Inthe public prosecutor asked that the and a crowd of citizens pursued the
teresting place. The large
oatb should not be . administered to robbers. One of the men was cap
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
variety of cracker and wafers
several directors and former directors tured and the money was recovered
not intrust its selection to a subordinate-And- ,
we carry would astonish moit
of the Krupp firm when they were
called as witnesses. He said they DONOVAN AND MANN
anybody. What ie to nice at
you wanted to make your business stationery
might possibly be placed on trial later.
GET INTO ARGUMENT.
a box of dainty, delicious waThe directors were exonerated after
100
Washington, D. C, Nov. 5. During
efficient, you would specify
fers? Some kind of a cracker
the preliminary examination, but the a wrangle in the house today over the
on
at
table
the
be
ehould
every
production of a number of. Incriminat absentee
question,
Representative
meal should be in every lunch
ing letters during the trial has revived Donovan, Democrat, of Connecticut,
suspicion against tbem.
box. And the very kind you
declared Republican Leader Mann had
should have are here.
They
have the quality that alwayt tat
Itfies.
"TOWNSEND'S SNAPS" IN REAL ESTATE BARGAINS

ecognized Leader,
ii

E
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Remington

Hen-Intss-
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OUR. GOODS

YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
AND WE HIT THE
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS 16 NOT
TO ABUSE
THE TRUST OF
THOSE WHO TRUST US.

PHONE 14.

NOW U

$2,800.

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M,
::::
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::

'

HARDWARE

!

125 Palace Ave.

violated the law in not objecting to
WEDDING PROGRAM OF
MISS WILSON ANNOUNCED.
a
Announce- - j,,rel. of the uouse an,i ougilt to
Washington, Nov. ..
was made at the White House Bjg."
last night that Miss Margaret AVilson.;
,,
..,.
eldest daughter of the president, will Icratic leader, stopped the hostililies
be maid of honor at the wedding of
by adjourning the house.
her sister, Miss Jessie Woodrow Wil
son, to Francis B. Snyre, on Novem j NEW HEAD OF ROCK ISLAND
ber 2.", at the White House. The
ROSE FROM THE RANKS.
will be Miss Eleanor
bridesmaids
the
Wilson,
youngest
Randolph
daughter of the president.; Miss Mary
a
college!
ti. While, of Baltimore,
friend of Miss Jessie Wilson; Miss
Adeline Mitchell Scott, the daughter)
of President William B. Scott, of
Princeton, and Miss Marjoria Brown. '
a daughter of Mrs. Wilson's cousin,
Colonel E. T. Brown, of Atlanta, Ga.
Dr.
Wilfred T. Grenfell. with
whom Mr. Sayre was associated as a
mission worker in Labrador is to be
the best man. The ushers will be
Benjamin D. Burton, of New York
from
City, who graduated in 1912
AViiliams college; Dr. Scovill Clark,
of Salem, Mass., with whom Mr. Sayre
did mission work in northern New
Foundland, Dr. Gilbert Horax, of
Montclair, X. .., a class mate of Mr.

j

You when Burma

WOOD-DAVI- S

MONEY

.

-

'-

GO.

WINDOWS

OUR

a

i

GOODS

For October Special Prices

MILLINERY

Several delegations of prominent
political personages and represents
tives of leading institutions went on
board to greet the distinguished visi-tor.

RUSSIAN-CHINES-

TjlTTIiM--

Street

ever-fres-

I

8

CAKES AND

CRACKERS

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

j

STATES BANK

UNITED

Does

8

TRUST

CO.

if

f

a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,
;

President.

J.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE-

D
decorations
to delight the eye are now displayed at
Showing
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jara, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, J E

WEl-SRrSAII

f IANCISC0

STREET.

FIVE

COL ROOSEVELT

Among
Typewriters"

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Go.
LUDWIO

Senator 13. F. Pankey came hi from
his ranch last evening,
Lorenzo (iutierrez and wife leave to-- i

PAGE

We sell, buy or manage property in any
part of the United States.

"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"

Ranches,
Land Grants,
Timber Orants,

CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE

Sheep Ranches,

Stock Ranches,!
Cottages,
City Lots
A

For Sale

Modern Cottages,
Furnished Rooms,
Housek'ing Rooms,
Store Rooms,
Roominf Houses,
Offices

To Rent

new modern cottage, S rooms, for sale, snap. $500 will handle. At a
bargain, if taken quick $800 will handle rooming house, 14 rooms.
LIST YOUR PROPERTY WITH ME.

W. N. TOWNSEND,

cBank

(Fae-Simi-

Water-Mark-

)

T-

-

The De Luxe Business Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
PRIMROSE BUTTER
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
o
H. S. KAUNE ft GO. Just
specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.
difference.
Where Prices ar B-- st
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
For Sflfo Qua lit v.

1

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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VALLEY RANCH,
-

Fa Poatofflea

Secoad Class Matter at the Saats
Published Dally
The Snntn Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Naevo Mexlcano

Enured
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA,

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican
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WEDNESDAY,
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

-

Branson M. Cutting

Charles M. Staufter

UNQUESTIONED SAFETY

President
General Manager

J. Wight Qlddlags

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par qMrtM,ky awH
Oally, par qaarraa, ky aarrtat
Weekly, all meirthe

18.00

Dally, par year, ky mall
Dally, tlx montha, ay mall
Weakly, par yaar

12.60
01.01

MM
tlJO

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

THE FORWARD STEP

Last week the Progressives of Colorado met and discussed the situation
and formulated a policy.
One nf the resolutions offered and passed was the following:
i.rm.... n.n x'otin.,,,1 Prrnrroaaive Rprviro h renuested to prepare and have
Introduced in congress a bill for a national board for the settlement of labor
disputes, along the lines of the Canadian armtration law.
This is so completely in keeping with the spirit of the times and the
Is a thing
trend of today's thought that it is worthy of special notice and
for which to offer congratulations.
Never until the birth of this new party has the social and the industrial
side of our national life been made a part of the platforms of any political
organization.
Bide. They have proclaimed
They have dealt only with the commercial
and
for those things which had to do wilh the building up of our manufactures
the
and
regulaour
lands
of
and
the
railroads
settling
our
of
construction
of our
tion of traffic and the arrangement of some plan for the circulation
money.

of
These are all questions of vital importance and they must be a part
of the government.
(he consideration of parties and of the law making powers
consideration of those who are
They all demand the most conscientious
and they call for the exhibition of the highest
in official

position
placed
patriotism.
But a new question has arisen. It touches the side that has been long
New conditions are
neglected. We are a big nation and are growing fast.
industrial world. With the
entering in. They are those of the social and the
immense increase of the great industries in America, there is a new issue
to meet and our duty is clear before us.
We have established various commissions to regulate the tremendous
of our cortraffic of the country; to pass upon the acts of the combinations
and why not a national
porations; a tariff commission has been established,
where
board to hear and pass upon the questions that come up so constantly,
the rights and condition of the workers are concerned?
life?
Why not give a closer attention to the social
an issue?
Why not make the industrial and social situation

ADMIRAL
HONOR TO OUR REAR
..

invitation
m,
mere is: a pienniuii uuu n ,,.,.otn. aontimpiii pninmcted- with onthethe
bridge
B. Clarke, to be present
extended to Rear Admiral Charles
... tn fnnmal
..
...... Alllltllnir f
,uo
m m
of the first ship that passes inrougu me
Tl

1

1913.

We can all recall the days of the exciting period when the battleship
around the Horn, when
Oregon was making that historic and remarkable trip
in the Atlantic
her commander had received his orders to make speed to be
waters and take part in the contest which was then Imminent. to
the locaWe remember the rumors that were flying hither and yon as
and imtion of the Spanish fleet which seemed, for a time, a
with its brave comthe
when
ship
how,
remember
We
to
locate.
possible
American waters
mander and splendid crew stopped at the port in far South
of the Spaniards was
ileet
the
warned
that
was
Clarke
to coal. Captain
and for those on the battlethought to be somewhere in the south Atlantic
of
the
that
und
ship.
ship to look out for their safety
Without any braggadocio, he
falter.
nor
flinch
not
did
Clarke
Captain
care of herself," and then put.
simply declared that the Oregon could "take
the speed that
on steam" once more and shot out on his course with all
to
be the scene
was
later
which
for
the
headed
point
and
could be made,
to display that
were
sailors
his
and
commander
ideal
the
of battle, and where
arises with
stamina and courage which is always shown when the emergency
States.
United
the
the sailor and the soldier of
and picturesque
The famous trip of the Oregon is one of the romantic
have the saj as
events of our history and if the people themselves could
of the first ship
to who the man would be who would stand on the bridge
of the formal PeM
time
the
at
canal
the
big
that passes through
unanimous
elaborate ceremonies are to be carried out, the
cholceTouTd be the brave Captain Clarke, who won so fairly his present
of America.
title of Rear Admiral in the navy of the United States
"Bf
The Oregon has gone to the list of the retired, but
as he w 11 be best reto the citizens of the country and Captain Clarke,
of our bright and romantic
membered, will always be one of the heroic figures
history.
(I
-

-

of many her plaint is
letter to the local paper; and because she is a type
WOrlQotingnIfher text the recent saying of a Ix,ndon parson, made in
ufat Americans are losing their religion and will in a century
Chicago
,

e

a pagan nation, the good old lady adds:
We remember 50 years ago there wasn't

night
a Wednesday or Saturday
at many homes , every
but there was a prayer meeting and Bible classes
read the Word
have

prayer
where old and young would meet,
"mrnenVW.. it and be instructed. They were confiding audiences who were
readv to receive implicitly all that was taught.
and many elders
Toda
prayer meeting night sees our young folks,
card parties saloons
dances,
shows,
theaters,
in
picture
taking
b
of
and chibs. Ztead of our hearing the humming
of
tired
rehgion.
become
has
The rising generation
of the
of some of the old
No grandma, not tired of religion; merely restless
words.
than
in
in
actions
forms, and more interested
the
into the Michigan copper country, out to
Colydo ml"f '
center where men and
P- -sed
npo. by
any
y
religion that Christ
and ufiled-t- he

day which, under a London date
AMONG THE EDITORS. other told
of an interview between a
line,
man named McBride and another man
Only Asks Justice.
named Grey.
All that Chaves county asks in this
One of these men is Sir Richard
tax matter is common justice and it McBride, premier of British Columbia,
means lo see that it gets it Roswell and the other is Sir Edward Grey,
News.
British secretary of state for foreign
The Mean Thing.
affairs.
The leaves on the trees were just
And their interview is news. None
turning to the beautiful autumn tints of the papers carried the real news.
when a blooming wind came along last The real news of the interview is
Saturday and blew them all off. Az- this:
tec Index.
All the English speaking nations of
the world are to act as one against
Preparing For Matrimony.
and
If Vassar abolishes the use of butter the demands of the Japanese
at its tables, it must be that the fa Chinese for the privilege of freely
mous college is bent on preparing the mingling with the white races!
This is real news. It means that
girls for matrimony to meet the high
cost days to come. Springer Stock the Greater Englishry of the world
is a unit on what Collier's Weekly
man.
calls "the world's most menacing probThe Pranks Of Cupid.
lem" and what J. MacHillan Brown of
Cupid has been playing Borne pe- New Zealand refers to as the "ultimate
the
in
past
culiar capers
Quay county
crisis of human history." This prob-'emonth. Only one couple has applied lem and this crisis is the meeting of
for a marriage license while a half Asiatic and
European around the
dozen or more have made application
the Pacific basin.
of
shores
Tucumcari Sun.
for divorcement
How did the papers miss the news?
All The Same.
They missed it because they did not
It was all one to Huerta whether cast
up the account of the things Imhe was elected or not. The wily,
Sir
in the interview between
plied
crooked old boy no doubt has intend Richard McBride of British Columbia
ed to remain president just as long as and Sir Edward
Grey of Downing St.
he could, and that is as long as the Here is what the cable brought to
off
hands
its
will
United States
keep
us:
his coat collar. Roswell Record.
"London Sir Richard McBride, preNone At The Swlth.
mier of British Columbia, has imposed
A mayor in Michigan in his Thanks on Sid Edward
Grey, British secretary
giving proclamation mentions among of state of foreign affairs, the task of
other things for which to be thankful
reconciling Great Britain's
that the only red light they have is
proclivities with British Columbia's
the one at the railroad switch.
determination to enforce its decision
can beat that for it hasn't even to exclude Asiatics from ItB territory.
switch.
one at the
Farmington The Japanese government has been
insistently protesting against the attiIt.
Don't Need
tude taken up In Canada, especially
SenThe Liberal has received from
dwelling on the Japanese being debar
tax
ator Catron a copy of the income
red from cutting timber and excluded
law; also one from Congressman
from the fisheries.
also two copies from the col
Sir Richard
"The object -lector of internal revenue at Santa Fe.
visit to London was to imt
filial
ml.- - i IV.nnl
.n Inlanot
......
tUU LiliJClttl lino i.u
press the foreign office with the fact
law, but if any of its readers haB an that British Columbia's determination
income in excess of $3000 and wants is irrevocable and to obtain the supto know how to pay this tax, he is wel- port of the imperial government for
come to a copy of the law. Lords-bur- its action. He sails for America on
Liberal.
board the Olympic from Southampton
Can't Stop 'Em.
tomorrow, leaving Sir Edward Grey
of
is
deal
a
good
Just now there
to find a way out of the difficulty after
some
or
Mexico
talk about war with
giving him a firm intimation that this
must be in accordance with Canadian
other country.
So far as we are concerned, we are views."
Think of the Bweep of the meaning
free to say, that we don't want it.
We are equally free to say that we of this! British Columbia will not
know it won't make the difference of stop excluding Japanese from her lumtwo hoots in perdition what we may ber concessions or her fisheries, or in
think or how we may feel about it. If any other way she deems necessary to
the people want to fight they will protect her society from Oriental admixture.
fight, and we can't stop them.
But we want to say that we like the
Australia, New Zealand and South
German word for "battle" better than Africa will stand with British ColumGreat
the English word because it is more bia and so will all Canada.
Britain must stay with her colonies-ar- my,
expressive of what a "battle" is.
The German word for "battle" is
navy and all. And Japan must
"Schlacht" which means "butchering." take her medicine.
Really an expressive word, isn't it?
Taking lt from the British Empire,
Obar Progress.
Our
she must also take it from us.
Going Some.
California alien land law is involvel
There is one thing about the great in that little meeting in London.
American sport called baseball. It is
I am sorry that we cannot admit
making a lot of men a lot of money; the Japanese freely. I admire them
some of whom probably couldn't get immensely. I freely concede that they
by with $20 a week in any other occu are just as good as we are. But they
pation. During the season just closed, are different, and they cannot be
even the managers made money, and mixed with our society with all its
in almost every ase the owners got problems without fatal results. Thereby with at least an even break. Which f0re, I rejoice when the Greater Eng
is going some. Albuquerque Herald.
lishry is shown to be a unit on the
question.
d
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HERBERT QUICK.
HERBERT QUICK SAYS TODAY:
to
the
?oo,
religion
tteV.
responded
have
a"Twhe
By HERBERT QUICK.
of living had not (Author of "On Board the Good Ship
cost
the
and
high
tariff
the
if
appear as
it
look as if they were
Earth," Etc., and Editor of Farm
each other after all. It does not even
mUch
and Fireside.)
'
casually acquainted.
(Copywright, 1913, by the Newspaper
ft
enterprise Association).
Aldrich as a "has been." lt begins
That was a very modest cable the
UnJttZ
the senator can return the compliment.
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By conservatism as applied to banking, is meant the rendering of every
service to patrons in keeping with good business methods.
ADEQUATE FACILITIES. The bank must handle efficiently the financial
requirements of all depositors.
ACCOMMODATION to depositors Is an essential In sound banking.
MODERN EQUIPMENT. This bank has an equipment enabling deposit
ors to attend to their banking matters with the greatest facility and dispatch
All these STANDARDS characterize the

or

r

and 50 years hence tfey

Is Secured in Banking by a Reasonable Conservatism.
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THE WEATHER
The range of temperature yesterday
was from 29 to 44; the humidity was
8C per cent.
The day was cloudy during the forenoon clearing in the afternoon and colder at night. The lowest
temperature in Santa Fe last night
was 28. In other cities as follows:
Amarillo, 38; Bismarck, 32; Boise,
46; Cheyenne, 30; Dodge City, 38;
Durango, 28; Flagstaff, 26; Grand
Junction, 36; Helena, 32; Kansas City,
42; Lander, 22; Los Angeles, 54;
32; Oklahoma, 50; 'Phoenix, 48;
Portland, 46; Pueblo, 28; Rapid City,
38; Roseburg, 50; Roswell, 28; Salt
Lake, 42; San Francisco, 52; Spokane,
40; Tonopah, 38; Williston. 32; Win- nemucca, 30.
Local Data.
Highest temperature this date last
year, 46; lowest, 32. Extreme this
date, 41 years' record, highest, 75, in
1878; lowest, 15. in 1880.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair and
warmer tonight and Thursday.
For New Mexico: Tonight and
Thursday fair with rising temperature.
Conditions,
An area of low barometer is central
over Washington and northern Oregon
this morning, whence the ilow pressure
extends in a trough eastward to North
Dakota. Over the southern Rockies
and southwest the barometer
continues high and the weather mostly
clear and cool. But in the northwest
and over the north Pacific it Is warm- -

er, skies are overcast and rain has
occurred from Washington and Idaho
southward to California and Nevada.
Conditions favor fair weather in this
section over Thursday, with slowly
rising temperature.
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CAPIHf, SURPLUS MO PROFITS, $245,000.00.

WED

COUPLES

AT CATHEDRAL
RARE

CEREMONY,

FOURCHEGU

WITH

The Montezuma Hotel

MONSIGNOR

OFFICIATING, DRAWS LARGE

AUDIENCE

OF

FRIENDS-BRI-

FOLLOWS

THE

TRIPLE

5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SERMON

EF

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

WEDDING.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
The rare spectacle of three couples
receiving the sacrament of matrimony
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
at the same nuptial mass was witness- central Location.
at 8 o'clock this morning in the
Cathedral of St. Francis.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
Tim TJ1 Pftv MnnRlmtnr FmirfhAen
ct?ieuiait?u me jimsa mm uiaurcu
couples; first administering the sacrament to Marr Vincent Dohrer and
Miss May Magdalena Baca. 'Miss Paulina Garcia was the bridesmaid and
E
James Baca the beBt man.
The second couple were Juan Ramon
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Romero and Miss Vicentita C. de Baca.
Miss Julian L. Ortiz was the bridesProprietor of the
maid and Louis S. Ortiz the best man.
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
The third couple were Hilario Gabal-doHas Engaged at a Great Expense,
and Miss Josefita Rodriguez. Miss
The Best That Can be Bought I
Candelaria M. Alarid was the bridesMARCUS CATTON,
AT ANV PRICE
maid and G. Alire the best man.
Son of the Famous
Three Pretty Brides.
Take no chances on either
A.ll of the brides and bridesmaids
when a small amount will give
CATTON,
were gowned in white and looked very
the protection that you
who will manage hi billiard paryou
were
bridal
The
given
couples
pretty.
lors and Instruct those desiring to
and when you do use inneed,
in
the
seats
sanctuary.
learn the game. All new tables,
surance get the best, as It is
Following the weddings, Monsignor
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
the cheapest, and
Fourchegu addressed a few words of lounging room
r those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
advice to the six persons he had just to the pastime.
married.
EVERYONE WELCOME!
Wedding breakfasts were served
M.
after the ceremony, carriage after car
Office
United
Bank Buildinr
States
to
to
Cathedral
get
the
riage coming
(FIRST FLOOR)
members of the various wedding IBKigaTin mmmmmmmammm
who has purchased the Insurparties. The Majestic Cafe served 1
the wedding breakfast for Mr. and
ance Business of the L. A.
Mrs. Ramon Romero.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
All of the brides and bridegrooms 1
goodcompanies,goed protection
are well known here and their many
hapfriends today wish them
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
piness.

Prorpietor.

CM

0

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

n

"BILLY"

1

FRANK

JONES,

i La Salle Hotel

life-lon-

I

WALL STREET.
New York, N. Y., Nov. 5. The abrupt rise in stocks without the appear
ance of any stimulating influence indi

European Plan.

Meals At All Hours.
Jj Elegant Rooms in Connec- j

tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.

1

RATES: SOc and 75c PER DAY.
cated that short selling recently had
241 San Francisco Street.
come to a point where the market was
Near 8. W. Corner Plaza,
sensitive to sudden changes of purely g
niljiilaVBiiBl
technical conditions.
Belief that the next few days would

bring important developments in the
Mexican situation restricted speculation after the first hour. At the height
of the rise, gains of 1 to 2 points were
general among the leaders. Strength
of the standard stocks pulled up New
Haven securities after they had reach
ed new low figures. A squeeze of the
shorts was engineered in Mexican pe
troleum, which bounded up to 48
after touching 42. Completion of the
necessary financing incidental to new
bond issues and November and incorporation disbursements caused an eas
ing of money rates. Call loans were
renewed at 4 per cent, as against 6 on
Monday.
Bonds were irregular.

Moderate selling lessened the absorptive capacity of the market in the
afternoon. About half of the day's
gains were cancelled.
The market closed firm. Hardening
of call money and unfavorable news
from the steel trade stopped a late
upward turn. No symptoms of weak
ness developed, however, and final
figures showed general gains.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Montezuma.
F. G. Pease, Dolores, Colo.
F. P. Bedford, Greenfield, N M.

Smith, Roswell.
R. J. McClenny, Roswell.
Piezo Arayar, Los Lunas.
Emillano Castillo and son,
C. D.

Los

Lunas.

Henry Swan, Tucumcari.
L. E. Ryals, Suedeborg, N. M.
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
Ben Strickfader, Las Vegas.
C. J. Kauffman, Kansas City.
W. R. Hepner, Chicago.
J. B. Reynolds, Albuquerque.
W. M. Freed man, Denver.
Roy V. Clark, Albuquerque.
Chas. Dellinger, City.
J. A. Wood, Kansas City.
Kvalyan Murray, Alamosa, Colo.

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can got
ed at the New
Company.

you to waste youi
your legal forms
thorn already print
Mexican Printing

Buying Furs?
A Warning!
There are more kinds of ways
people about furs
than there are animals in America.
There Is only one sure protection in fur buying and that Is to
consult a merchant In whom
you have confidence and to rely
on his word.
To begin with you can well
be prejudiced in favor of the
merchant who advertises in live
paper like THE 8ANTA FE
NEW MEXICAN.
They believe in themselves or
they wouldn't advertise.
In
The newspaper believe
them or It wouldn't print their
advertisements.
Before choosing your fur
read the advertising carefully.
See what your merchants have
to aay. Watch their claim and
decide for yourself.
But whatever the particular
which will
reason of reason
govern your choice the fact
that a merchant's confidence
and reputation permit him to
come straight out In public day
after day and ask for your patronage I mighty good evidence
In hi favor.

1
I wOODY'S
j

p

STAGE LINE

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
North South
Bounds Trains.

1 Meets Both

Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mile shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and aooa
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men o take la
the surrounding town
Wire Embudi.
station.

of fooling

PRIVATE
AOULANCE SERVICE
A new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices.
Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.

INSURANCE
Life, lAccident1

Fire,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc1

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Orants, Etc

Land

Surety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Telephone

M

W., Room 24

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA PB

-

NEW MBXICO

Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE

& LOFTUS, PROPS.

.

Good Teams, Rigs and

Drivers at all times
live and let live prices.

Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFttTO
Phone Utery,

C8AMXTEEB.

: : :

Espaaola, N.

at

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

5,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.

EMPLOYES

Bo Free All Winter
Cdltf Sfall

Pneumonia, Keep Your

K1

DOES IT PAY TO FAVOR

TqcIcIo Catarrh How
Amid
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WANTS

ROADS

ASSOCIATION

HEAD

OF.GREAT BRITISH CANDY

TELLS

Clear and Your Throat Free.

THE RESULTS AT

OF
OF

CONCERN

ACTING TOWARD

ERS AS THOUGH THEY

On cold, zero nights
you will find the

WERE HIS OWN

AN

INDUSTRIAL

MENT THAT

HAS

YIELDED

in.

l.--

I

J

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

EXPERI-

PROFITS

ON

r

"

Hy Kenneth Wilcox Payne.)
New York, N. Y., Nov. 5. Cadbury
llros., J. Id., the great English manufacturers of cocoa and candy:
Serve hot cocoa and biscuits to girls
who come to work before 8 a. m.'.
Serve cold drinks free in depart-

7TJ1

I0ih-15t-

KI'HNISIiEI) ROO.MS FOR RENT,
(Irani Ave.

I9IJ

$47.70

1

IjBRFECTIO

GENEROSITY.

''

Nov.

ROUND

FOlt KENT Furnished
quire at New Mexican,

TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE

FOli

DATES OF SALE,
November 8th to 10th.
RETURN LIMIT,
Thirty Dsys from Date of Sale
H. S LUTZ,

Ask about this year's new model Perfection. The
best heater ever made. It is always ready to
use. Burns all night on one gallon of oil. Abso

room.

In-

Rd. niH
furnished or
rs
Sneakf, Hillside

M

Loma.

FOlt RENT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply I). S. Lowitzki, 22(1 San Francisco.

TAKE THE "SANTA FE ROAD."

the best protection for your stock.

D.

Lcwitzki.

t

jr.

,

BOURN-VILL-

HIS WORK-

CHILDREN

g

HENT- - -- Modem collage.

FO

MEETING

Uu

Don't Wait Till You're All Banged Up. Use S. S. S. Now.
If you will go into any first class store balanced health as the nutritive proper
and get a bottle of S. S. S. you are on ties of the grains, meats, sugars, and fata
ne way to getting rid of Catarrh, nut of foods. Any local irritating Influence)
don't let anyone work off that old trick in the blood is rejected by the tissue cells
and eliminated by reason of the stimulaof something "Just as good."
8. S. S. is taken into the blood Just as ting influence of 8. S. S.
You will soon realize it wonderful Innaturally as the most nourishing food. It fluence
absence
a despreads its influence over every organ in cided by the of the ofairheadache,
passages, a,
the body, comes through all the veins and steadilyclearing
w
nasal
and
condition,
arteries, enables all mucous surfaces to sense of improved relief that
proves how
exchange inflammatory acids and other completely bodily
encatarrh often infests the
Irritating substances for arterial elements tire system.
that effectually cleanse the system and
You will And 8. 8. S. on sale at all drus
to
all
end
catarrhal
an
pollution. stores.
thus put
is
remarkable remedy for
E. S. B. cleans out the stomach of mucous any andIt all a
blood affections, such as
g
accumulations, enables only pure,
rash, lupus, tetter, psoriasis,
materials to enter the intestines, ecsema,
boils, and all other diseased conditions of
combines with these food elements to the blood. For
advice on any
enter the circulation, and in less than an blood disease writespecial
to The Swift
hour is at work throughout the body in Co., 202 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga,Specific
the process of purification.
Do not trifle with substitutes, imita
The medicinal components of S. S. S. tions or any of the horde of "Just aa
aa
essential
wellto
we relatively Just
good" Counterfeits of S, 15. S.

;jf

GOOD

AGENT,

SANTA FE. N. M.

Six per cent loans on farms, or-chard lands, city, resident or busiwss
(property, to buy, build, improve,
or refund morlKafies or other
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
terms reasonable;
special
invited.
correspondence
'privileges;
MASONIC.
jlJept. L 618 Commonwealth Bldg.,
Montezuma Lodge Denver, Colo.

I

ments which are overheated!
Smokeless
Pay carfare for those employes who
lutely safe.
live far from the works!
odorless
leak.
Give free dental and medical advice
to all workers!
No. 1, A F. A A. M
In
home it gives
Furnish swimming pools and compel j
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Regular communi
in
needed
the
calion flm Monday Department of the Interior,
younger employes to take physical
of each month at
United Stateo Land Oflico.
room.
bedroom or
training!
Ma ionic
at
HaJ)
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1913.
Conduct an educational department
7: SO.
Notice is hereby given that the
and compel all employes under 18 to
The Continental Oil Company
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
wing-named
claimant has filed noattend the classes!
(locorponted it CoUrado)
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
tice of his intention to make final
Denver
Poeblrj
Maintain an
Alboqnerque
day!
proof in support of his claim under
Boise
Botte
Silt Lake City
And pay better wages than the
Cheyenne
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Fe
No
Santa
Chapter
unions demand!
3, 1S!"1 Ce Stats., 854), as amended
1, R. A. M.
Regulai
Cadbury Brothers have developed
second by the act of February 21, 1893 (2J
convocation
such an industrial conscience that it
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
Monday of each month
takes Edward Cadbury, one of the pro- Juan 0. Sandoval, V,
at Masonic Hall at be made before
300
to
describe
prietors, nearly
S. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dee. 9,
pages
7; 30 p. m.
its' workings, in a book which he has
1913, viz: John V. Alters of Santa
J. A. MASS1R,
1
just published on "Experiments in In-H. P Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
dustrlal Organiaztion,"
and 2 and SW'4 NV4 Sec. !), T. 21 N ,
Secretary.
it 1 V N. M. P. M.
how they got in the flocks owned by
"Every one who is acquainted with
Honey Shipments.
AND
10
TURNIPS
He names the following witnesses
CAN
ALASKA
FARMS
the
RAISE
Bournville
of
Etche-verrthe
works
home
the
him.
Gordon and Vest cut the
The honey growers of this section
Santa Fe Coniuiandcry to prove his actual continuous adverse
sheep out and started them back Cadbury concern near Birmingham,
honey will be shipped from this town
No. 1, K. T. Regulat
possession of said tract tor twenty
have informed us that two cars of toward Rosweil in a bunch being England knows full well that the
POUND CABBAGES. BUT IT HAS TO IMPORT ITS FOOD
conclave fourth Mon- .ypal.H
m,x, prere(lln(! lh(J survey of the
on Saturday. The prices are not as driven for the Pragers. Monday of mainspring of their policy has been
at
day in each month
viz.:
a sense of social duty!" writes Profes- j
township,
this
Mr.
to
went
week
as
about
up
Etcheverry
last
good
year being
fifty
Musonlc Hall at 7:30
Reyes Lucero, tenrkiue Valdez, J.
BECAUSE UNCLE SAM DOESN'T BUILD RAILROADS!
cents per case less. The amount Koswell and fully Identified his sheep. sor W. J. Ashley, of the University of!
p. in.
J. Salazar, K. A. AJiera, all of Cuba,
VVESLET O. CONNER, JR E. U. N. W.
shipped out will bring a return of There were 449 and he started them Birmingham,
in
home
And
a
of
Author
of
out:
herders.
in
some $6,000. We ought to bring
charge
couple
Cadbury points
w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Any person who desires to protest
"The efficiency of the firm and its
not less than $20,000 for honey here What the outcome of the mistake will
against the allowance of said proof,
be
is
at
not
unknown
end with the firm
present. Carlsbad employes does
every year. Farmington
Santa Fo Lodge of
Current
jor who knows ot any substantial
itself; it has a wider civic value, in so
feclion No. 1, 14th
under the laws and regulations of
far as the firm is a unit of the indusand
gree. Ancient
the interior department
why such
Dead
Finds
trial
of
and
the
Body.
nation,
Alarm.
organization
Only Burglar
cepted Scottish Rite
proof should not be allowed will be
intelan
the
as
his
employe
part
plays
afternoon
a
on
Mexican
Wednesday
Free Masonry meets
The folk who abide in the east part
iv.n fln ()mirlnitv at the above- of town had the time of their lives hoy who was gathering wood came ligent and capable citizen!"
aoe inira ivionoay oi eaca moum m meutloned linw Hln puce to cross-ex- across
the
is
as
Which
much as to say that
one night last week when an alarm
partly exposed body of a
y:itu ociock in me evening in me nu
amine the witnesses of said claimant
Cathedral.
of fire was sounded. It developed that man about eight miles east of Las Cadbury Brothers consider an emVisiting Scottish Rite and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
a certain lady thought she had diS' Cruces near the middle road to Organ, ploye to be a man, first of all not
Masons are cordially Invited to attend. that submitted
by claimant.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
covered burglars and her screams and close to an arroya bank.
merely a unit of industrial energy, to
- FRANCISCO
DELGADO,
He Immediately came to town and be harnessed, worn out and scraped
were mistaken for a cry of fire. The
Venerable Master.
Register.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
good people filed out in nighties, pa- reported his find to Weputy Pete Gon- as cheaply and quickly as possible!
v-CfA thorough
jamas and other nightweath too flim- zales who notified the coroner and
physical examination
It will not pay you to waste your
sy to mention, but. upon finding that with the hoy left at once for the and certuin educational
tests are
B, P. O. E.
time wrting out your legal forms
it was a mere burglar alarm, returned scene. Coroner Manuel Lopez secured given to each applicant for employSanta Fe LodgeNo v.hen you can get them already printin haste to make up for slumber so a jury of ten men
and they accom- ment. All those who are taken on unP. O.
460, B.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
the
panied
disturbed.
deputy.
rudely
holds lta regular
Farmington Enter
der IS must agree to complete a four
The
was
of
a
of
man
that
body
prise.
eisior. on the secears' educational course! And the
medium height, his nationality or age
fourth
and
ond
training is not only in subjects that
could
not
be ascertained for he must will make the learner a more efficient
Attacked By Bull.
Wednesday of each
have
been buried one and a half or earner of
month. V 1 1 1 1 ing PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Sunday afternoon Doroteo Cortez
profits for Cadbury Brothbrothers are invitentered his correl with the purpose two years. He wore a homespun shirt, ers, but it is also in English history
.
ed and welcome.
ATTORNEYS
of milking. In the corral was a large cotton trousers and high heel button and literature,
French,
arithmetic,
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
bull that took exceptions to his prese- thoes. He did not have on either geography and kin died subjects!
Exalted Ruler,
nce1.
The bull dharged and struck socks or coat, and no hat was found.
needlework and the care
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
The body was dug up and brought of Cooking,
C. H. WILSON
Doroteo on the breast knocking him
children are some of the courses
City Attorney.
to
town
C.
and
taken
in
charge
by
Secretary.
down and hooking him in the face
prescribed for the girls, The classes
Capital City Bank Building,
M. Poole.
to
the
it
Owing
exposure
are held at the firm's expense and
Rooms
causing an ugly wound. The unfortu- was
with difficulty that the bones were often
Fe
Santa
nate man managed to fight the bull
Camp
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
during working hours. The firm
rot
were
The
clothes
kept
together.
M.
W. A.
off with a spade until he escaped from
13511,
is in the position of actually paying
ten
so
fell
the
off
but
they
skeleton,
meets first Tuesday Chat. F, Easley, . Chas. Ft. Easley,
the corral. Mr. Cortez lives at Cerro
its, employes to learn things that will
of each month, Odd
and will probably recover. Questa the shoes were in fair condition. help them and society directly, and the
EASLEY & EAJLF.Y,
no
was
idenThere
clue
for
absolutely
Fellows' Hall. VisGazette.
firm only indirectly, if at all!
aw,
Attorneys-a- t
tification.
'
iting neighbors wel- Two physicians and four trained
In the Courts and Defer
G
Practice
The
coroner's
jury reported that the nurses are constantly on duty at the
come.
Boy Makes Escape.
Land Department.
of an unknown man had been
A. G. WH1TTIER, Consul.
ailment among the
Last Saturday evening about 5 body
Land grants and titles examined.
found and cause of his death was un works. Every
A.
Bi.
P.
Clerk.
serROBINSON,
15
o'clock Arturo de la Torre, age
work people, however, slight or
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estsi-claknown.
is given immediate
attention,
years, escaped from the reform school
N. M.
It seems possible that he might ious,
F. W. FARMER
in this city. It is presumed the boy
free of charge and the necessary medmet
have
been
foul play as a
with
boaYded a north bound freight train.
Homestead No.
sold at cost. When a doc
G. W. PRICHARD,
over the right temple icines are
The boy was brought to the institu- slight dent
an employe's condition re2879, Brother
and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Attorney
would indicate, and the body hurried- toi reports
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VICTORIES

governor as follows:
180,363;
David I. Walsh
(Detu.)
Charles S. Bird, (Prog.) 16,677; Augustus P. Gardner (Rep.) 116,314;
Eugene X, Foss, (Independent)

WORK

'

fc

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!
Try Our

5,

ticket and was a victor by a narrow
GOODS
margin. His old neighbors on the FANCY
EaSt Side rallied strongly to his support.
(Continued From Page One.)
RENEHAN CASE
of Stamped
Beautiful line
There was jubilation unbounded in
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
PROGRESSES TO
the former governor's headquarters
was estimated that the next assembly
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
recorded his victory. 6ul-ze- r
SECOND CHARGE will be composed of 85 Republicans, The new governor carried with him as the count was
for same. Embroidery Sets and
all smiles. He rehimself
17 Progressives,
and 48 Democrats. into office every Democratic candidate
Embroidery Floss in Royal Sovinas
a
his
to
were
triumph
personal
be on the state ticket with the possible garded
of the latter
said
the D. M. C. and the Gre-In Many
Some progress was noticeable
ciety,
statea
issued
and
he
said,
men of
or independent exception of attorney general. The dication,
cian Silk Floss.
the trial of the ReneliHii disbarment tendencies..Progressive
his
and
supporters
other Democratic state officers chosen ment thanking
h
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
proceedings in the supreme court,
of
With much reduced pluralities, bu! !are Lieut. Governor, Edward P. Bar-i'r- scoring Charles F. Murphy, leader
Needles.
iwhen it was announced that the relaEmbroidery
declared
Murphy
Secretary of State F. J. Donohue, Tammany Hall, He
by a safe margin, the fuslonists elect
tor this afternoon expected to call the ed
vote
that
Treasurer, Frederick W. had been condemned by the
William A. Prendergast, couiptrol
first witness on the second charge.
Mansfield; Auditor, Frank K. Pope. gave the district William Sulzer as its
'Previous to this afternoon, all the witiThe contest for attorney, general be representative at Albany.
nesses had been asked to testify
tween Attorney General James M.
"The people of the Sixth district,"
MILLINER
the Lovato gram heirs case.
Swift, and Thomas J. Boynton, Demo- said Sulzer in his statement, "think
However, .1. H. Gosset of Rio Arriba
crat, was bo close that a recount may better of me than Mr. Murphy. They
county, will probably be called before
be necessary.
know why Mr. Murphy removed me
and
session
afternoon
adjourns,
;the
The Republican grip of the legisla- from the governorship; they know
ibis testimony it Is said will relate
ture waB weakened. That party, after when Mr. Murphy asked" me to do
to the second charge on which the
wrong I refused to do wrong; they
Mr.
are
BOYS SWEATERS, WE SHOW
Renehan
proceedings against
know when Mr. Murphy tried to bribe
AND ALL THE GOOD
bused.
me I refused to be bribed; they know ALL SIZES
STYLES IN BOYS SWEATERS. THE
Charles C. Catron, Senator T. B.
me
Mr.
when
that
Murphy threatened
N. SALMON.
Catron and Antonio Faustin Lovato
I defied his threats. The voters have HUB,
were the witnesses and the order in
No home" sfiould be without a hot
condemned Mr. Murphy, reversed the
which they were called yesterday af
judgment of his high court of infamy, water bottle. Us uses are many all
as indicated by the verdict of the the year 'round. Zook has some
ternoon, and Jyovato was on tne stana .
when the trial commenced this morn-lingpolls, which, In the last analysis, is the dandies. The Rexall Store.
Following him Antonio Domingo
JUST
MAKINO
BOY'S
COATS,
opinion of mankind.
jLovalo, a brother of the previous
From Mr. Murphy s court of in THE THING FOR THE BOY'S
was called and he occupied the
famy I appealed to the higher court SCHOOL WEAR, ARE ON DISPLAY
of the
Island during the remainder
Mr. Murphy said AT OUR STORE. THE HUB, N. SALof public opinion.
forenoon session.
there was no appeal from his court, MON.
As stated yesterday, the cross exam
but Mr. Murphy was mistaken; and
FOR SALE Mission dining table
ination is generally very thorough and
he knows now that the judgment of and six chairs and box couch. Mrs.
takes up considerable more time than
the people can reverse the judgment G. D. D. Klrkpatrick, 254 De Vargas.
EDWARD C. McCALL,
the direct testimony of the witnesses,
of any court."
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ware ever displayed lu this city.
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Portland, Ore., Nov. 6. Virtually Guagey & Ervien.
about 5:"0, the court was compelled ler of the city and George McAueny,
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election
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not
promorning, a wordy duel
the presidency of the three priticipal
red to the voters were approved with SALMON.
gram was staged.
If you suffer with cold feet, our
and
Brooklyn
Manhattan,
boroughs,
the exception of bill providing for the
After having followed the trial pret- the
1101 water bottles will prove a comrort
the
and thus increased
criminals.
habitual
of
Bronx,
sterilization
ty closely for three days now, this
AUGUSTUS P. GARDNER.
majority on the board
That measure appears to have been on co,' nights. Zook's Pharmacy, The
impression has been left on an en- ot estimate, which controls the city's Republican Candidate in Massachu-seetmay be Rexall Store.
defeated, although a
person, namely, expenditures. The fusion vote on the
tirely disinterested
BOY'S SUITS $3.50 UP TO $15.
Who Was Third Jn
workmen's
The
compensanecessary.
that but little attention is being paid board will be 14 to Tammany's 2.
the Race.
$3.50 UP TO $17.50. WE
tion bill carried 2 to 1.
to the refutation of any charges there
of
A fusion majority in the board
The wets and drys about divided DRESS BOYS CORRECTLY AND IT
a control of years lacks a majority in
may be against Mr. Renehan, by his
aldermen was also elected. The Dem- each branch.
their conteBts. Salem, the state capi- TAKES BUT LITTLE MONEY TO
attorneys In their cross examination,
DO IT. THE HUB, N. SALMON.
were elected In
tal, went dry by a narrow margin and
afterGeneral
Swift
but instead they have grilled the wit- ocratic congressmen
this
Attorney
Interesting Papers The civic de
and noon
nesses unmercifully with the evident the city from the thirteenth,
conceded his defeat by Mr. the election will be contested.
partment of the Santa Fe woman's
Republicans Hold Phila.
intention of developing irregularities twentieth districts. From the former Boynton and sent a congratulatory
Nov. 5 The victory club held a very interesting as well as
W. Lot was chosen to succeed
among them also. A number of minor George
message to his successful opponent. of Philadelphia,
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D. Sullivan.
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the
late
the
organization 4.
Timothy
Republican
regular
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been
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Wilson Pleased.
things have
Two very good papers were read
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elected
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H.
over
in
the
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hard
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cross examination
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Har
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tieth
appeared
by
Blankenburg,
Mayor
connect with Mr. Renehan's dealings
dent Wilson made no official comment
re- by Mrs. Chapman, and "Conservation
as
further
more
rison.
do
today
complete
in the case, although these facts
today on the Democratic victories in
of Forests," by Miss Gildersleeve. In
Complete returns from the munici- New Jersey, Massachuetts and Mary- turns were received. The reform elenot show up the witnesses in any too
this paper the writer spoke of the excombinaa
show
John
had
formed
which
that
election
ment,
Purroy
pal
good a light.
but told friends he was much ento wrest con- travagant use of the Xmas tree and
Dembcrats
with
tion
the
Mltchel," the fusion nominee led Ed- land,
because in all three states
trol of city councils from the Republi- suggested that, we give this matter a
ward E.. McCall, Tammany by 121,209 couraged and
currency were issues can
little thought, now that we are apvotes. Charles Edward Russell, So- the tariff
COMPILATIONS
organization and also to capture
and he felt the administration's polfour county offices, lost ground in proaching the holiday season again.
cialist, 'polled a total of 32,109. McCall icies had been
OF TAX RATES
Mrs. Carroll read a very well conupheld.
ran behind his ticket lu all five borneafcjy every ward. The Republicans
densed paper on current events.
Congressmen generally telephoned not
IN5THEJCOUNTIES oughs. The recapitulation follows:
won the county offices
only
by
t& the
White more
JUST ARRIVED A BIG LOT OF
McCall Mitchell Russell their congratulation
than 30,000 majority but increas- HIGH
Borough
House and Secretary Bryan, who
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Soc.
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ed their membership in councils.
Inasmuch as the taxation question is
in Maryland and New Jersey,
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Manhattan
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in
one of suprem: importance
his satisfaction at the reARE BEAUTIFUL. N. SALMON.
. .
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today, the New Mexican has Bronx
sult. The president had already Bent THE DAY IN CONGRESS
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of
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compiled the following summary
a telegram to Mr. Fielder, the victor
for you, for Santa Fe and
working
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the tax rate in several counties, and Queens
the new state.
297 in New Jersey and dispatched other
Senate.
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others will be given as they are fixed Richmond ... 6,915
messages today.
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by the various boards of county comcaunot flnd better rubber
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To David I. Walsh, elected governor
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,234,679 355,888 32,109
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he
goods than at Zook's, The Rexall
said: "My lu executive session.
The election of Willard Bartlett, of Massachusetts,
In Colfax county, the rate including
Store.
It was a
House.
the Raton cily levy is .06085 mills ou Democrat, and Independence League, heartiest congratulations.
Curious Poster Colonel George W.
Met at noon.
victory finely won."
the dollar as compared with .0645 for as chief judge of the state court of splendid
To Blair Lee, Democrat, elected
After a short discussion concerning Priohard has a copy of a curious
last year. Outside of the city of Ra appeals, was . conceded today at. ReIt was United States senator in Maryland, the absentees adjourned ut 12:54 p. m. to poster which brings back an echo of
ton, the Colfax county rate Is .Oilb publican state headquarters.
the "days that were." It is dated Las
estimated that he had defeated Will- president wired: "I congratulate you noon Thursday.
mills.
March 24, 1882, and reads as
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a
E.
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Washington, D. C. Nov. 5. Secre whom are J. J. Harlln, aliaj "OiT
making .0307 for the county outside of and Independence League candidate, and sent to his
personal friend, Mayor tary Lane yesterday recommended the Wheeler;' Saw Dust Charlie, William
the Bchool district levies, and any spe- for associate judge of the same court,
Newton D. Baker,
In Cleve- withdrawal of more than 4,000 acres Hedges, Billy, the Kid; Billy Mullin.
cial levy to which a taxpayer might was elected by a safe margin.
land, the following message: "Please of land near the city of Denver, which Little Jack, The Cuter;
Wilson Didn't Help Him.
be liable on account of being a cattle,
accept my warmest congratulations. It It is planned to convert Into a park. Kid, and about twenty others. If found
John Purroy Mitchell, mayor-elect- .
sheep or goat owner. The special levy
did us all good to hear of your vic- The land is picturesque for park pur- vlthin the limits of this city after 10
for these purposes are: Cattle sani- said this afternoon that he could not
naposes, It was reported, but not of value o'clock p. m. this night, you will be Intary board, .0035 mills; eradication of be too emphatic in Baying that the to tory."
Official returns to the White House for agricultural, mining or other uses. vited to attend a grand necktie party,
diseases .0035; sheep sanitary board, tional administration had nothing
staling that Fielder had carried Essex The land was withdrawn temporarily the expense of which will be borne
.008.
The rate in Hillsboro, including do with his election.
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(Continued from page one).
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from the clared yesterday's elections afforded fair methods in selling twine of eight pioneer friends" who were residents
gram of congratulation
levy.
the first opportunity the country had state penitentiaries were vastly worse in Las Vegas. Among the dear deSanta Fe county including Santa Fe Tammany leader.
had to express itself on any extensive than anything that has been alleged parted are Squint-EyeBob, Stutterdefeated
the
Edward
E.
a
McCall,
.0745
rate
a
has
total
of
mills,
city
the International
Harvester ing Tom, Broken Nosed Clark, Long
Tammany candidate, has gone to Hot scale since the presidential election against
half mill more than last year.
Vest George,
Bllley, Big
Springs, Va., for a rest, according to last November and that fhe results company."
could not be taken otherwise than as '. Judge Hoke interrupted Mr. Ban- Foot Mike and about eighty others.
announcement
an
one
made
his
of
by
General.
Acting Adjutant
state:
to
RUGS AND CARPETS.
an endorsement of the policies of croft at this juncture
IF YOU
Norman L. King, captain of the campaign managers today.
"I don't suppose there ever has been ARE IN MARKET FOR ANY RUGS
"There will be another day," said President Wilson.
New Mexico national guard, was tO'
a business of any sort that has not OR CARPETS WE HAVE THE BEST
Secretary Daniels said:
day appointed acting adjutant general Charles F. Murphy this afternoon at
"As a rule the first elections after had some of this sort of thing. But ASSORTMENT OF ANY STORE IN
until further orders and the following Tammany hall.
"Are you going to resign?" he was an administration has come Into pow the question before this court is THE CITY AT VERY LOW PRICES.
general orders on the subject were is
er are not so substantially and so ov- whether there was enough of it by the N. SALMON.
asked.
sued :
"Who said so?" retorted the Tam- erwhelmingly an approval of the poli International Harvester company to
Office of the Adjutant General,
cies of the administration
as were make this concern guilty under the
many leader.
Santa Fe, N. M.
In every state election provisions of the Sherman law."
"Do you consider Tammany hall de- yesterday's.
November 5, 1913.
the vote shows that the administrastroyed?"
General Orders No. 17.
tion is in favor with the people and
"It is still here," was his answer.
1. The death at Santa
Fe, New
that they trust the Democratic party
Progressives In Second Place.
Mexico, November 5, 1913, of Brigato rullill the promises
of , reforms
5.
Nov.
extent
The
Mass.,
Boston,
Albert
General
dier
Sidney Brookes,
made last November.
; ,',', v
captain U. S. army, retired, late adju- of the Democratic landslide in yesterStatements from Headquarters!
tant general of the state of New Mex- day's state election was not fully re
Washington, D. S., Nov. 5. Both
leased until after a capitulation of the
ico, is hereby announced.
Chairman Doremus of the Democratic
Y
2. Captain Norman L. King, adju- figures today. ' Then It was found that
PLEASE NOTICE THE REASON
congressional committee, and Chairtant, 1st infantry, is hereby detailed Lieut. Governor David I. Walsh had man
YOU
BUY
SHOULD
WHY
Woods of the Republican congresas acting adjutant general until fur
sional committee, expressed satisfacther orders.
tion at the result of yesterday's elec3. The regimental colors of the 1st
-;
tions.
;
regiment of infantry, will be draped
New Jersey
"Massachusetts,
and
and the officers of the national guard
and Extracts
Maryland voters," said Mr. Doremus,
of New Mexico will wear the usual
"have endorsed President Wilson's
of
of
a
for
badge
mourning
period
progressive policies, including tarMT,
thirty days.
No. 2. THEY ARE STRICTLY PURE.
currency and Mexico. The results incommand
of
the
Governor.
By
dicate
that manufacturing, Interests
L.
NORMAN
CAir.
KING,
arc not apprehensive of tariff reduc
MORE TO FOLLOW.
Acting Adjutant General.
tion."
SELECTIONS ARE
DEMOCRATIC
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Who are you?

t,

.

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
you a thoroughbred sportsman? If so, come down to Beacham &
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire every time and
their advice will save you needless expense and worry.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

The Reliable Hardware Store.

d

.

.

LOWERS!
The Clarendon Garden,

sj

SANTA FE, N. M.

12
. ..ONE
.

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
MODERN

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Be9tin the City
Ample facilities tor large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

bp.

Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.

r

REDUCED RATE
TO ALBUQUERQUE

FOR NEW MEXICO

Pock-Markt-

d

d

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

LADIBS!
TO-DA-

EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

;

To Be Held Nov.
ONE AND

ONE-FIFT-

H

23-2-

.

6.

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

Attend' this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other noted educators.
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

A

$4 1

Tickets on Sale Nov.

21

to 25,

(I2STCTJSIVE3)
Return Limit, December 2.

(7

H.S.LUTZ.Agt.A.T.&S.F.R.R.
SANTA

FE, N.

JYI.

Official:
NORMAN

L. KING,

No Extra Session.
Governor Wm. C. McDonald returned last evening from several days in
Lincoln and Chaves counties overseeing cattle shipments. He said he had
heard nothing of any extra session of
the legislature except a few newspaper comments, and that no requests
had been made to him for an extra
session. On account of the death of
General Brookes he was unable to
give much time to his official duties
today, although it is understood that
a number of matters of importance
are on his desk awaiting his attention.

Adi

m
Many reductions have been made
those offices now held by Demo
crats," said Chairman Wood. "There
has been a tremendous Republican
gain and a tremendous Democratic
ioss compared to the last, elect'ons in
the same districts. The Bull Moose.
a party, demonstrated that they
have practically no strength av all:
their candidate would have received
probably more votes If they had simply been candidates on an independent
Soli Afints For INTERNATIONAL STOCK F000.
ticket."
Progressive
party
headquarters tlFALFA SEED. All kinds of f lowers, garden & field seeds in bulk aod package
made no statement.
Sulzer All Smiles.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
New York, Nov. 5. William Sulzer,
ousted from the governorship of New
York last month by a verdict of a high
court of impeachment, was elected to
Pbona Black
the state assembly from the Sixth
45
district He ran on the Progressiva
tr--

Acting Adjutant General.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It

PRESIDENT BRAND

)

f

w

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

CHARLES SUMNER BIRD.
Progressive Candidate Who Ran Sec
ond for Governor of

been elected to the governorship in a
four cornered contest by a plurality of
53,691. This is the largest plurality
ever accorded a Democratic candidate
always for the office.
Complete returns give the vote for

45

LEO HERSCH

